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The importance of reducing emissions and energy consumption of the vehicles for
individual mobility is continuously growing, particularly considering the increas-
ingly chaotic urban context. The increase of global warming problems due air
pollution is determining a dramatic growth of the importance of reducing the CO2
emissions due to human activities. Furthermore, a significant percentage (20-25%)
of them comes from transport [1] and the reduction of world oil resources is leading
to a continuous increase of the price of fossil fuels. Therefore the importance of
reducing fuel consumption in automotive field is and will be a key factor of the
development of the future vehicles. To achieve this target, different solutions start
to be adopted and probably will be strongly developed in the next future. Taking
into account that the different possible solutions are related to the specific usage
of the vehicle, the simplest classification of the different types of passenger vehicles
can be based on their average usage:
 Urban vehicles: small and light vehicles specifically designed for urban con-
text. They are required to have low or zero emissions in order to improve the
air quality of congested city centers and to guarantee the mobility in case of
traffic blocks. On the other hand, the typical usage of this kind of vehicle
is the so called systematic transport, mainly the daily journey from house
to work. A large amount of statistical analysis about the urban transport
demands is available. In [2] the average usage of transportation in Italy is
analyzed: the average distance traveled every day to reach the studying or
working place is showed to be less than 60 km for 89.7% of the active people,
and 86.5% of them use a transport. For these reasons, a limited autonomy
of about 100 km can be considered enough for a small urban vehicle. A pos-
sible solution might be a small full electric vehicle, which can be generally
1
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recharged during the night, in order to be ready for the next day.
 Traditional vehicles: in this case, a bigger autonomy is needed, in order to
allow long extra urban journeys too, without too many stops for refueling. To
aim these purposes, an autonomy higher than 400 km is normally required.
A possible solution might be an hybrid vehicle, where a traditional internal
combustion engine is coupled with an electric motor, in order to maximize
the powertrain efficiency and to provide the required autonomy, that a the
moment cannot be guaranteed by the available battery technologies in full
electric vehicles.
Of course, a minimization of the energy consumption can be reached with an opti-
mization of the whole vehicle, taking into account both the powertrain and all the
factors that generates a resistant force to the vehicle motion, like the aerodynam-
ics, the mass, the tires rolling resistance, the mechanical efficiency of the driveline.
Furthermore, thanks to the presence of an electric motor, a regenerative braking
strategy can be adopted in order to recharge the battery, recovering part of the
kinetic energy of the vehicle, rather than dissipating it with the traditional passive
brakes. The amount of energy that can be regenerated depends on the driving
cycle and can be significant in case of urban driving, with frequent start and stop
maneuvers and low average speed.
High fidelity simulation models of the whole vehicle are essential to develop and
optimize the driving strategies for both electric and hybrid powertrains, especially
taking into account vehicles having two prime movers, where the optimization of
the torque-split strategies is fundamental to maximize the global efficiency of the
powertrain. Furthermore, the models must be able to take into account all the
limitations to the maximum performance of each component of the powertrain.
This is required to individuate the most critical components and to drive their
optimal sizing. In addition, a reliable evaluation of the efficiencies, dissipation
and energy flows through the different components of the powertrain is crucial to
evaluate the whole efficiency, in order to setup the optimal control strategies.
In the following chapters, simulation models of both full-electric and hybrid
vehicles are presented. The guideline of this thesis is the optimization of the
powertrain of two different vehicles, a full-electric (FEV) and an Hybrid-Electric
Vehicle (HEV), both using two prime movers, with similar simulation models and
methodology.
1.2 Small urban full-electric vehicles
Small electric vehicles seem to be the best solution for individual urban mobility,
because the absence of local emissions and the efficiency of the electric motors with
2
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respect to the traditional internal combustion engines. The energy density of fuel
(gasoline or diesel oil) is very high (12.7 kWh/kg) if compared to state of the art
Li-ion batteries (about 150-220 Wh/kg). In order to achieve enough travel range
with affordable weight and cost, a very accurate optimization of the whole EV
powertrain system must be performed to maximize the efficiency of the vehicle.
Rare earth permanent magnet electric motors are gaining more and more success
relative to more conventional asynchronous or reluctance motors because of their
higher power and torque density, together with a very high efficiency (about 90%).
This comes with a higher cost. The optimization of the powertrain in accordance
with the driving cycles is a key issue of EVs design. In fact, a more efficient
powertrain means less losses and, therefore, a reduced demand of energy storage,
which implies a weight reduction and/or travel range increase.
A number of simulation programs for design and optimization of electric and
hybrid powertrains can be found in the literature. One of the most known, called
Vehicle Simulation Program (VSP), has been realized by Van Mierlo [3, 17], cre-
ating a series of pre-defined Matlab-Simulink components that can be assembled
and modified by the final user. Different kinds of batteries and electric motors
are available and the respective empirical models are based on experimental data.
The vehicle performances, energy consumption and exhaust pollutions can be com-
puted. Successively, an evolution of that model have been realized by Butler [5]
with a more flexible software with pre-defined models of the components, based
on look-up tables, steady-state or dynamic equations, and the possibility to cre-
ate personalized components. Different vehicle configurations (ICE, Hybrid and
Full-electric) and driving cycles can be considered, comparing the performances of
the different solutions. Fellini and Michelena [6] and by Kromer and Heywood [7]
investigated the performances, the energy consumption and the emissions of dif-
ferent hybrid powertrains by means of another Matlab-based simulation program
dedicated to hybrid vehicles (ADVISOR) [8]. The efficiency of the electric motors
has been included more in detail in [9] by mean of empirical look-up tables, as
function of the motor speed and torque, including maximum torque and power
limitations. Van Mierlo [10, 11] realized an evolution of his VSP, considering the
limitation of the powertrain system as maximum torque, angular speed and power,
with more sophisticated models used for energy sources and strategies of power
splitting between ICE and electric motor for hybrid vehicles. Rizzoni [12, 13, 14]
presented some innovative control strategies for energy management in hybrid ve-
hicles, in order to minimize the fuel consumption. Look-up tables are adopted to
represent the steady-state efficiency or the ICE and electric motors for the different
working conditions.
A new model of a full electric vehicle is presented in the present work, including
a model of the electric motor that takes the copper, iron, bearings and winding
3
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losses into account. The parameters of the model and thermal effects on the
copper and iron losses have been identified from the data sheet of the motor, in
order to match the estimated efficiency map with respect to experimental data,
provided by the manufacturer in steady state conditions. Limitations on the peak
driving current of the motor, maximum angular speed and temperature have been
included in the model. To avoid short circuits of the windings or demagnetisation
the motor, temperature is fed back to the motor controller that decreases the
current if the temperature gets too high. The power is limited in this way by the
thermal dynamic behavior and not by an explicit limitation to the instantaneous,
as presented in the literature. This is a more realistic model of the power limitation
implemented in drives for traction application that allows to overload the motor
for short transient, provided the temperature is in the safe operating area. When
the thermal limitation occurs, the continuative power that the motor can generate
is exactly the maximum continuative power of the data sheet.
In this thesis, also an motor/s sizing optimization procedure, based on the
simulations, is reported. A powertrain with one or two electric motors have been
analyzed, with two different strategies for power splitting between them. Another
optimization parameter is the transmission ratio between motor and wheel. Sim-
ulations have been performed considering different urban cycles, with minimum
requirements on hill start and hill traveling capability. Basic performance indexes,
such as maximum acceleration and speed, have been included along with the en-
ergy consumption. Finally, the configuration that meets all the specifications and
minimizes the fuel consumption has been identified. In this first release of opti-
mization procedure, the batteries are not taken into account to explore only the
effects of electric motors, torque split strategies and transmission ratio.
1.3 Hybrid vehicles
At the moment, the available battery technologies do not allow to store the required
amount of energy, with reasonable cost and weight, to have a full-electric vehicle
with the minimum desired autonomy of about 400 km, requested for general-
purposes vehicles for urban and extra-urban travels. This limit can be reasonable,
considering a typical traditional small citycar optimized for the urban usage, but
able to extra-urban travels too. The most promising way to improve the efficiency
of the vehicles, minimizing fuel consumption and emissions especially in urban
context, seems to be the adoption of an hybrid electric powertrain (HEV), where
a traditional Internal Combustion Engine and an Electric Motor can be used to-
gether.
In literature, a huge number of different types of hybrid vehicles can be found.
The most known and accepted classification [38, 39, 41], related to the coupling
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architecture between the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electric motor,
is:
 Series hybrid: is primarily an electric vehicle with an on board battery
charger and only the electric motor is mechanically coupled to the trans-
mission and the wheels. The efficiency can be maximized [41] because the
engine can work at its maximum efficiency to recharge the battery. But it
requires major powertrain modification with respect to the traditional pure-
ICE vehicles. In addition, the maximum power of the powertrain is limited
by the electric motor and the power of the ICE cannot be added, because it
is not mechanically coupled with the transmission.
 Parallel hybrid: both the ICE and the electric motor are mechanically con-
nected to the transmission and the vehicle can be driven with the ICE, the
electric motor or both, choosing the torque-split combinations to maximize
the powertrain efficiency [44]. The torque-split strategy can be chosen to min-
imize the fuel consumption or emissions and, in addition, to obtain the max-
imum vehicle performance adding the torques generated by the two prime
movers. It seems to be the most promising solution at reasonable costs. It is
used by the Honda Insight with its Integrated Motor Assist (IMA) system,
where a 10kW brushless permanent magnet electric motor is integrated with
the engine crankshaft and therefore they cannot be decoupled.
 Series/Parallel hybrid: a combination of series and parallel configurations.
By means of a more complex mechanical coupling between the prime movers,
at any time a series or parallel configuration can be chosen, maximizing the
flexibility and the potentialities of the hybrid powertrain. It is used by the
famous Toyota Prius [48], where a power-split mechanical device allow to
choose the hybrid powertrain configuration. It is an effective solution, but
generally more complex and expensive [45, 46, 47] than the other configura-
tions.
Thanks to the power flow control that hybrid vehicles allow, especially the paral-
lel and the more complex series/parallel configurations, it is possible to configure
the powertrain and the control strategy to optimize the fuel consumption, emis-
sions, costs or performance [38]. The most promising solution is the usage of a
parallel hybrid, with the electric motor directly integrated between the clutch and
the gearbox primary shaft (ZF Friedrichschafen AG, Nissan/Ichimura Industrial
Award 2012). It requires significant mechanical modifications to the gearbox to
allow the coupling with the dedicated electric motor, but the engine can be decou-
pled simply disengaging the clutch, allowing the full-electric driving mode without
the engine resistant torque in over-running mode. Furthermore, another additional
classifications of the possible hybridization level of passenger cars [40] is:
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 Micro-hybrids: parallel hybrids where the electric motors are not used to
move directly the vehicle but are used as generators for regenerative braking,
to recharge the battery, and usually employ start&stop strategies in order to
switch off the engine during vehicle stops.
 Mild-hybrid: parallel hybrids where the electric motors can be used to move
the vehicle but their power and the amount of stored energy is not sufficient
to move the vehicle without the traditional ICE. Also regenerative braking
and start&stop strategies are implemented.
 Full-hybrid: parallel hybrids with electric motors able to move the car,
mainly at low speed and during starting maneuvers, but with a low amount
of stored energy into the batteries.
 Series hybrid: actually full electric vehicles with an ICE demanded only to
recharge the battery.
The first aim of this project is the analysis and evaluation of the performance
that can be achieved with a parallel-hybrid powertrain system on a small urban
vehicle, where the coupling between a small electric motor and the traditional ICE
must be realized minimizing the structural modifications and costs with respect to
the traditional vehicle. For this reason, the traditional alternator was substituted
with a motor/alternator, connected to the ICE crankshaft by means of a simple
belt transmission, avoiding heavy modifications of the engine and the gearbox.
The second aim of the activity is the evaluation of the most critical aspects of
this powertrain topology, identifying the possible solutions that can be adopted to
improve its performance, mainly in terms of efficiency and fuel consumption on
the most commonly used driving cycles.
The optimization of the torque-split strategies and the energy flows and losses
between every component of the powertrain are the key factors to minimize the
emissions and to maximize the autonomy and the performance of the car. As
mentioned in paragraph 1.2, a number of simulation programs for hybrid and
electric powertrains are available in literature. Despite this, during this thesis
work, a new whole vehicle and powertrain model was realized in Matlab/Simulink
environment, in order to model and analyze the vehicle with:
 The maximum flexibility in building the topology of the whole powertrain
system: as each typical applied-research activity, different topologies of the
powertrain system must be implemented and analyzed.
 No limitations due to the limited types and number of the available com-
ponents on-the-shelf: usually, the dedicated codes have a huge number of
predefined components that can be chosen and connected together to build
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the whole vehicle model. But usually, to build self-made components can be
demanding, for example for the implementation of the new electric motor
model introduced in paragraph 1.2.
 Not in every company all the dedicated codes are available. Instead, generally
speaking, Matlab/Simulink is commonly used almost everywhere. Further-
more, during the model and control strategies development, no dedicated
toolboxes were used: in this way, the model can be used just with the sim-
plest Matlab/Simulink license.
In this case, differently from the analysis of the full-electric vehicle, also the battery
system is modeled in order to evaluate both its state of charge (SOC) and the dis-
sipated energy. The model presented by Tremblay, Dessaint and Dekkiche [35] was
chosen and implemented: it is a simple but accurate model, that allows to evaluate
both the SOC and energy dissipation and it does not require a huge amount of
specific battery data, still not available at this early phase of the project. This is
crucial, in parallel with the evaluation of the efficiencies of each component of the
hybrid powertrain, in order to define the optimal torque-split strategy between the
two prime movers and to evaluate the amount of energy that can be regenerated
during the braking phases.
In addition, two different models of the electric motor were implemented and
can be selected by the user:
 A simple empiric model: with the static efficiency-map and the maximum
driving and braking torque of the motor, implemented by means of look-up
tables.
 The analytical model presented in paragraph 1.2, taking into account also
the thermal effects on the energy dissipation and efficiency.
In both cases, the electric motor temperature is evaluated and its maximum pos-
sible temperature is used as an additional limitation for the motor performance.
The key factor for the optimization of an hybrid powertrain is the torque-split
strategy between its prime movers. Different torque-split strategies can determine
a strong difference in the usage of the electrical components, with remarkable dif-
ferences in the electrical energy dissipation and motor temperatures. A number
of different torque-split strategies ideas are available in literature [41], based on
rules [18], fuzzy logic (conventional [20, 42], adaptive and predictive [43]), opti-
mization based algorithms and so on, for the minimization of the different kinds
of typical pollutants generated by a typical automotive ICE, like NOx, HC, CO,
CO2 and fuel consumption. The aim of this analysis was a preliminary study of
the proposed parallel topology, determining the most critical aspects of the whole
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system. For this reason, the fuel consumption on the homologation New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC) is considered as the reference aspect. The effective, simple
and intuitive fuzzy-logic based torque-split strategy concept, presented by Salman,
Schouten and Kehir [20] is used as a reference and adapted to the specific case.
Its performance are evaluated and compared with other simplified strategies, while
the fuel consumption of the same vehicle with a pure ICE powertrain is considered
as the reference. Successively, the effects of the main powertrain parameters are
quantified, in order to determine the most critical aspects of the proposed topology.
A sensitivity analysis of the thermal parameters of the electric motor is realized
to better drive the sizing of the motor and the robustness of the strategies to the
thermal performance of the motor. Furthermore, the need of a full-electric driving
mode and the performance of the strategies on different driving cycles are evalu-
ated. Finally, the most critical aspects of the proposed topology are individuated




optimization of an urban
full-electric vehicle
2.1 Full-electric vehicle model overview
The general structure of the model of a full-electric vehicle that has been adopted
is reported in Figure 2.1.1.
Figure 2.1.1: Model of the full-electric vehicle
The input of the model is the desired vehicle speed profile, like the standard
homologation driving cycles commonly used to evaluate fuel consumptions and
emissions of internal combustion engine vehicles. A controller drives the electric
motors as function of the error between the reference and real speed of the vehicle
to follow the desired profile. The electric motors are voltage-driven and the gener-
ated torque is provided to the vehicle. Each subsystem model is described in the
9
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following paragraphs.
2.2 Vehicle model
The aim of this work is the optimization of the electric powertrain of a small urban
vehicle. The vehicle model must therefore represent only longitudinal dynamics,
while the lateral ones can be disregarded. The coupling between longitudinal dy-
namics and vertical and pitching motions is neglected because of the relatively
small accelerations involved in most real and homologation driving cycles and the
small frequencies involved in cycle tracking. Similarly higher order dynamics re-
lated to the powertrain, or the longitudinal behavior of the suspensions is not
considered for the same reason. The tires are modeled with their rolling resis-
tance, other effects such as the longitudinal slip and the torsional stiffness are not
considered because the small accelerations involved in the driving cycles involve
a relatively small longitudinal tire friction coefficients. These effects may be im-
portant for maximum acceleration maneuvers in configurations with the highest
wheel torque. For this reason the wheel torque is compared with the maximum
transmissible torque, including the effect of the load transfer. This simplified ap-
proach is motivated by the fact that full throttle acceleration is considered just for
a rough estimate of the maximum acceleration, but it will not be included in the
energy consumption analysis.
Figure 2.2.1: Forces acting on a vehicle moving on an inclined road
The above assumptions lead to a very simple one-dimensional vehicle model,
reported in Figure 2.2.1 including the following effects:
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 Inertia force (in terms of a single equivalent mass of the vehicle)
 Aerodynamic drag
 Rolling resistance
 Grading resistance (due to ground slope)
The main parameters of the vehicle are listed in Table 2.2.1 along with the associ-
ated symbols. Considering the above assumptions, the equation of motion of the
vehicle can be expressed as function of the angular speed of the electric motor:












+Mg (sinα + f0 cosα)
]
(2.2.1)
Where the equivalent inertia of the vehicle reported to the electric motor shaft
is:









The torque generated by the electric motors (TEM) is computed in the following
sections considering the motor electrical and thermal behavior.
Parameter Value
M Whole vehicle mass (with 3 passengers) [kg] 925
JW Wheel inertia [kgm
2] 0.31
JEM Electric motor inertia [kgm
2] 1.4 · 10−2
rL Wheel loaded rolling radius [m] 0.33
S Vehicle frontal area [m2] 2
Cx Vehicle drag coefficient [−] 0.35
f0 Tire rolling coefficient [−] 0.013
K Tire rolling resistance coefficient [s2/m2] 6 · 10−6
τT Transmission ratio (wheels-electric motor) [−] T.B.D.
Table 2.2.1: Vehicle parameters
2.3 Electric motor model
Brushless permanent magnet electric motors have been considered in this study.
They are one of the most commonly adopted solutions for recent powertrains be-
cause their high efficiency, reliability, and better power density in comparison with
brushed DC and induction motors. By converse, they cannot be easily defluxed
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so for high speeds they require high input voltages. Additionally, their higher
cost and the shortage of rare earth materials hinders sometimes their technical
advantages.
Several models of permanent magnets synchronous electric motors are available
in the literature to describe their behavior in different conditions. The simplest
model that can take into account of the motor characteristics has been adopted
in the present study: i.e. a mono-phase equivalent, as represented in Figure 2.3.3
[13]. Inductance La and resistance Ra represent the inductance and the resistance
of the copper winding, Lf and Rf in parallel to the back electromotive force VEMF
takes the iron losses into account.
The dynamic equations that regulate the behavior of the electric motor are
written in terms of magnetic flux linkages λa and λf in inductance La and Lf .
Considering that the back electromotive force is related to the angular speed ω
through the motor torque constant VEMF = Kmω:{
λa = Vinv −Ra λaLa −Kmω
λf = Kmω − RfLf λf
(2.3.1)
Where Vinv is the input voltage. The torque generated by the motor can be
expressed as function of the flux linkages as:








Figure 2.3.1: Electrical model of electric motor
The inputs in the motor subsystem are voltage Vinv, supplied by the inverter
and the angular speed ω, that is the vehicle output in response to the motor torque.
The heating of the motor due to the dissipated power increases the resistivity of
the copper, and hence, resistance Ra. This modifies the motor efficiency in a sort
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of internal feedback effect. The temperature increase should be kept under given
limits to avoid demagnetisation or short circuits in the winding. This is usually
done in industrial applications in a feed-forward approach by limiting the current
or, better, the time-current integral (which is related to the energy). This choice
does not seem to be very convenient in automotive applications because of the
large margins that would be necessary because of the wide range of environmental
conditions and mission profiles that characterize such application. An alternative
is to have a feed back loop that reacts to excessive temperatures by saturating the
current request. This approach gives better possibilities to adapt the powertrain to
the driving cycle and operating conditions, without sacrificing too much in terms
of weight to torque ratio of the motor.
The importance of the temperature dynamics motivates the inclusion of a ther-
modynamic model of the motor. The effects of the temperature ϑ on the copper
resistance can be approximated with a linear relationship:
Ra = Ra0 (1 + α δϑ) (2.3.3)
where Ra0 is the resistance at the reference temperature ϑ0, δϑ is the difference
between the actual and reference temperature, and α is a empirical constant de-
pending on the motor characteristics (α = 0.00392 Ω/°C for the motors considered
in the present study).
The variation of the motor resistance due to the thermal effects leads to a
parametric variation in the otherwise linear model of Equation 2.3.1. Substituting
Equation 2.3.3 in the first of Equation 2.3.1:
λa = Vinv −Ra0 λa
La
− Vϑ −Kmω (2.3.4)
voltage drop Vϑ could be referred to as thermal drift voltage drop that leads to
a nonlinear coupling between thermal and electrical dynamics




It has been implemented in the block diagram of the electric motor model of Figure
2.3.3 as an additional block named“temperature effects”. This block first computes
the temperature and then feeds back the related thermal drift voltage Vϑ, as given
by Equation 2.3.5.
The choice of concentrating the nonlinearity in a separate block allows lineariz-
ing the model (for frequency analysis, for example) by simply setting a constant
temperature, or, more drastically, by opening the nonlinear feedback.
The thermal model is based on the assumption that the motor temperature
is affected by the power dissipated in it because of the resistive and mechanical
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losses:
Pdiss = PR + PM (2.3.6)







The mechanical loss PM is due to friction in the bearings and winding, it can
be modelled as a first approximation considering a braking torque Tloss acting on
the motor shaft, so that:






Where torque T0 includes the contribution of the dry friction losses. As a first
approximation it is considered as independent from the angular speed. The second
term of equation 2.3.8 includes the contribution of the winding losses, modelled as
a quadratic function of the angular speed ω.
The motor temperature is computed under the assumption that 1) the internal
thermal conductivity of the motor is infinite, so that the motor temperature is
uniform (small Biot’s number, less than 0.1). Additionally, it is assumed that 2)
the thermal capacity of the surrounding ambient is so large that the dissipated
power does not change its temperature. These assumptions lead to the equation




+ ϑ− ϑamb = RthPdiss (2.3.9)
Where: ϑamb is the surrounding ambient temperature, Rth is the thermal re-
sistance between the electric motor and the environment, and τth is its thermal
time constant. They can be obtained from physical principles (first law of ther-
modynamics, Fourier’s law, Biot’s number) and material’s characteristics or from
data fitting of experimental data in transient and steady state conditions. The
thermal typical response of the electric motor as function of the time for a step
input current is reported in Figure 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.3.2: Example of thermal response of the ETEL TMK 0175-100 electric
motor (Table 2.6.1) with a constant dissipated power Pdiss=3125 W (solid line).
The ratio Rth/τth determines the slope of the temperature curve in the origin. The
initial temperature of the motor is 20° C.
Figure 2.3.3: Model of the electric motor including temperature effects, friction
and ventilation losses
Figure 2.3.4 shows the typical motor characterization obtained in steady state
conditions with the model of Figure 2.3.3. The grey solid line in the left diagram
(Figure 2.3.4a) represents the maximum torque to angular speed characteristic,
while the contour lines indicate the efficiency.
Considering a given combination of torque and angular speed, the temperature
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of the motor increases from the initial condition to reach a steady state. This is
evidenced in the diagram at the right of the same figure for three representative
operating points. The solid curves on the same diagram show the temperature,
on the associated scale at left. The dotted ones represent the efficiency (scale at
right). The final value reached by these curves is the same reported in the efficiency
map of the Figure 2.3.4a).
Point A of the torque map (164 Nm, 500 rpm, triangle marker), leads to a steady
state temperature as high as 230° C with a final efficiency lower than 60%. Point
B (74 Nm, 2150 rpm, black dot marker) stabilizes at about 63° C The efficiency of
about 90% represented in the left figure corresponds to the value reached after the
transient. Point C (80 Nm, 3700 rpm, circle marker) is on the constant power part
of the torque speed characteristic. The temperature after the transient reaches the
maximum operating value of 130° C. This temperature is almost common to all
points of the constant power portion of the diagram.
High efficiency points (B and C, for example) are characterized by a smaller
temperature rise and a rather constant efficiency compared to low efficiency ones
(point A of Figure 2.3.4).
Figure 2.3.4: ETEL TMK 0175-100 characterization. a) Torque (solid grey) and
efficiency (contour) map in steady state conditions. b) Temperature (solid line,
left scale) and efficiency (dotted, right scale) as function of the time. The different
lines represent the operating points A, B, C evidenced in the efficiency map (a).
Same markers indicate corresponding conditions. Initial temperature of the motor:
20° C.
2.4 Control system
Each electric motor is driven by a power electronics (inverter), driven by a control
logic that manages different aspects from low level functions such as the current
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feedback loop and the motor thermal and electrical safety, to high level ones such
as the torque splitting between different motors. These control functions are im-
plemented in the simulator as represented Figure 2.4.1. They will be described in
the following starting from the inner loops.
Current controller This control loop includes the current controller. It com-
putes the driving voltage as function of the error between reference and measured
current with a classical PI. Two saturations are added to this block: the voltage
output from the power stage is saturated to that of the DC bus, while the reference
current is saturated to the peak current, as specified by the motor manufacturer.
Temperature controller Overheating of the electric motor could cause loss of
insulation of the copper wire (short circuit) and/or demagnetisation of the perma-
nent magnets. This occurs when the motor temperature overcomes a maximum
value (ϑmax) allowed by the motor construction. The aim of the temperature
controller is to prevent such damages by saturating the reference current signal.
As reported in Figure 2.4.2, this is done by means of a temperature margin ∆ϑ
depending on the temperature dynamics.
If (ϑ < ϑmax − ∆ϑ), no saturation occurs. If (ϑmax − ∆ϑ < ϑ < ϑmax), the
current saturation is decreased linearly with the temperature, as represented in
Figure 2.4.2. If the maximum temperature is exceeded (ϑ > ϑmax ) the reference
current is saturated to zero to allow the motor to cool down with its natural
thermal dynamics.
The selection of the temperature margin (∆ϑ) is a matter of compromise de-
pending from the application. Increasing the temperature margin (∆ϑ) allows
coping with faster temperature gradients, but this comes at the cost of reducing
the maximum torque that can be obtained from the motor.
Figure 2.4.1: EV control system
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Torque split strategy It is well known that the highest efficiency is reached
by an electric motor in a relatively narrow region of the torque speed map. This
region is usually located in a relatively high speed, high power range. Because of
this characteristic, it may be convenient to have two or more relatively smaller
electric motors (split motors) working in parallel on the same shaft and powered
only when necessary instead of a bigger one. The potential advantage of this
solution could be to exploit the active motor in a high efficiency region even when
the driving cycle requires a small torque and power, instead of having just large one
working all the time. By converse, the higher temperatures that would be reached
in smaller motors could have negative effects on the efficiency and so jeopardise the
potential benefits in terms of efficiency. In any case, even a demonstrated better
efficiency should be carefully evaluated against the higher costs of a larger number
of motors and power electronics.
As the potential benefits of having more electric motors is largely dependent by
the driving cycle, it is not obvious to say if and when this benefit could be present
and in what conditions.
The aim of the present section is therefore to investigate the potential benefits
of a split motors configuration relative to one with a single motor.
Despite the large number of design choices in splitting the motor and in decid-
ing the control strategies, the analysis has been performed on three rather basic
configurations. The aim is to quantify the potential benefits in a relatively simpli-
fied, and to extend the analysis exploring a more thorough set of parameters only
in case of a real advantage. To this end, a configuration with two electric motors
in parallel on the same shaft is compared to one with only one motor. The two
configurations share the same rated power and motor design i.e. the total torque
and maximum power of the two smaller motors working in parallel is the same
as the larger one. Table 2.6.1 shows the main characteristics of the off the shelf
electric motors adopted for the study.
The control strategy for the split configuration is based on the saturation of the
torque (or current) reference (Figure 2.4.2). This is done by means of two different
logic:
1. Saturate EM1 first, then activate EM2. The aim of this strategy is to
reach high efficiency points for one motor and exploit the second one only when
necessary.
2. Torque split proportional to maximum torque of each motor: with this
strategy the electric motors works in the same working point relative to their
maximum power. This control strategy does not differ from using a single electric
motor with same total power, except that the single motor would have a better
efficiency because, among the others, the smaller end turn resistance. This case is
therefore used as reference to assess the advantages of the motor split logic.
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Figure 2.4.2: EM driving current saturation in function of motor temperature
Speed controller The aim of the vehicle speed controller is to follow a driving
cycle. It computes the total current (or torque) request to be sent to the inverters
as function of the error between the reference speed and the measured speed of the
vehicle. This controller represents what the driver does acting on the accelerator
and brake pedal. A rather low bandwidth PI controller is used to this end, defined
by the transfer function:
I
VERR




The adopted gains for the proportional and integral terms are:
 Kp = 400
As
m
 KI = 0.25
A
m
2.5 Powertrain optimisation - Mission profile
The mission profile for the present study is that typical of a small urban, full-
electric vehicle. For this reason a set of different driving cycles have been consid-
ered, as summarized in Table 2.5.1. ECE15 is an urban driving cycle characterized
by low speed and low motor load. New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) contains
four repeated ECE15 cycles and an extra-urban cycle (EUDC). It is commonly
adopted for vehicle emissions homologation and fuel consumption measurements.
In the U.S. New York City Cycle (NYCC) and Federal Test Procedure 75 (FTP
75) have been developed for light-duty vehicles and it is characterized by low speed
urban driving with frequent starts and stops. Similarly, in Japan for urban driving
cycle JPN 15.
The capability to follow certain driving cycles is only one part of the problem.
Additional requests such as the hill start and hill traveling capability are essential
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for insuring a real functionality to the vehicle. A vehicle optimized for following
certain driving cycles but not capable of overcoming a steep garage ramp, or of
traveling uphill, would be, in fact, useless. The same matter applies for hill trav-
eling. Similarly some performances such as a large enough maximum speed and
acceleration should be guaranteed even if not present in the driving cycle. The
following functional requirements have then been considered in the powertrain
optimization:
 Hill start: max ground slope that the vehicle must be able to overcome in
transient conditions. The vehicle must be able to start with 25% ground
slope it must be able to reach a minimum speed of 30 km/h and maintain it
for at least 60 s.
 Hill traveling: max ground slope that the vehicle must be able to overcome in
steady-state conditions, also with temperature limitation. The ground slope
considered is 15% with a minimum speed of 50 km/h.
 Maximum speed: the vehicle must be able to travel at more than 100 km/h
in steady-state conditions.
 Maximum acceleration: the acceleration time on 0-60 km/h must be less
than 8s.
The previous performances are considered in the present study as functional re-
quirements and, as such, they are not included in the evaluation of the energy
consumption.
CYCLE NEDC NYCC FTP 75 JPN 15
Duration [s] 1200 600 1874 231
Length [km] 10.7 1.9 17.8 2.2
Max speed [km/h] 120 45 91 70
Average speed [km/h] 32 11 34 33.7
Table 2.5.1: Main characteristics of the driving cycles considered for the present
study
2.6 Powertrain - Optimisation procedure and re-
sults
The aim of the powertrain design procedure is to find the configuration that best
matches the functional requirements (hill start, hill traveling, max speed and accel-
eration) and minimizes the average energy consumption when following the driving
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Figure 2.5.1: Example of driving cycles speed profiles: a) NEDC – b) NYCC – c)
FTP 75 – d) JPN 15
cycles. The parameters considered for the design of the electric powertrain and
torque-split strategy are:
 Types of electric motor: two electric motors with different maximum power
rating have been considered. Their characteristics are reported in Table 2.6.1.
 Number of electric motors (one or two in parallel on the same shaft).
 Torque-split strategy between the electric motors.






The mass of the electric motors affects that of the vehicle, so that changing their
size the vehicle mass changes. The mass of the the batteries is kept constant.
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It is included in that of the vehicle (whose parameters are summarized in Table
2.2.1). A better energy efficiency of the powertrain allows then increasing the
range rather than reducing the size of the battery pack (with corresponding cost
reduction). This choice is motivated by the need to limit the number of design
parameters.
The procedure adopted for powertrain optimization is the following:
 Choose the electric motors configuration (one motor, two motors, what size)
 Choose the torque split strategy




 Verify acceleration performance






Pmax Max mechanical power (steady-state) [kW ] 15.9 30.9
Tmax Max torque [Nm] 80 164
Iss Max current (steady-state) [Arms] 26.8 52.8
Ip Max current (peak DC=5%) [Arms] 49.1 93.9
kT Torque constant [Nm/Arms] 3.86 4.04
Rs Stator resistance [Ω] 1.08 0.483
Ls Stator inductance [mH] 7.62 4.15
Ri Iron losses equivalent resistance [Ω] 1750 972
Li Iron losses equivalent inductance [µH] 7.62 0.415
Pw Max windings losses [W ] 1660 2910
τth Thermal time constant [s] 100 82





7.8 · 10−3 1.4 · 10−2
mEM Mass [kg] 15 24
ωmax Max speed [rpm] 5170 4960
Table 2.6.1: Electric motors data
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The optimal configuration is that satisfies all requirements and minimizing the
energy consumption.
As the results are strongly affected by the driving cycle, the study has been
repeated for each of them (Table 2.5.1). The energy consumption per unit dis-
tance has then been averaged among all driving cycles to obtain a sort of overall
minimum. This corresponds to making a weighed average where each cycle has the
same weight. Although questionable, this choice may reduce the distance between
real and standard driving cycles by simply averaging between different driving
styles.
If electric motors are used also for braking, some energy could be regenerated.
To evaluate the potentialities of an ideal regeneration on urban driving cycles,
maximum and minimum energy consumption have been computed with: a) no
regeneration of braking energy, or b) 100% regeneration. This means that all
energy that is output from the electric motors during braking is stored in the
batteries with no dissipations. If the braking torque that can be generated by the
motors is not enough to follow the driving cycle, the gap is filled by the mechanical
brakes. In this case only the power managed by the electric motors is regenerated.
The results obtained for different driving missions are described in the following.
The different results are usually plotted as function of the transmission ratio that
is considered as the main design parameter to adapt a given motor configuration
to the mission profile.
2.6.1 Hill start
Hill start tests are performed with a ramp speed saturated at 30 km/h. The
acceleration along the ramp is a rather low 1 km/h/s. The results obtained with
EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50 and torque proportional to maximum torque of
each motor (torque split strategy 2) are summarized in Figure 2.6.1. Figure 2.6.1
a) is relative to a transmission ratio τ = 3.5 and shows that the reference speed
of 30 km/h (grey dotted line ) can be maintained (black solid line) only for 60
s. After about 100 s from the beginning of the test (and about 60 s at 30 km/h)
the motor temperature reaches the limit of 130° C, the current controller detects
approaching overtemperature conditions and starts decreasing the current (grey
solid line). Even if the temperature stabilizes at the maximum allowed, the vehicle
speed (black solid line) start decreasing until it stops and eventually the vehicle
begins backing.
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Figure 2.6.1: Hill start. Electric motors: EM1=ETEL100 + EM2=ETEL50;
Torque split strategy #2 (proportional to maximum torque of each motor). Di-
agram a): τ = 3.5, Vehicle speed (black), vehicle reference speed (grey dotted),
EM1 current (grey), EM1 temperature (black dotted). Diagram b) Max vehicle
speed during transient (black) and steady-state (grey). Limitations due to max
temperature of the EM1 (*) and EM2 (∆) occurs in steady-state conditions.
This means that the torque produced by the electric motors is not enough to
balance the gravity with that slope. In any case, with that transmission ratio the
reference speed of 30 km/h is held for a time (60 s) long enough to satisfy the
minimum requirement. With transmission ratios τ smaller than 3.5, the speed of
30 km/h can not be maintained for 60 s or even it could not be reachable at all.
For this reason, the minimum serviceable transmission ratio is 3.5 for this motors
configuration.
Figure 2.6.1 b) shows the maximum during transient (solid black line) and
steady state speed (grey line) as function of the transmission ratio. The black
solid line shows that 30 km/h can be reached in transient conditions only for
transmission ratios larger than 3.3. At steady state, a minimum transmission
ratio of 3.6 is necessary to held the vehicle still relying on the motor torque only,
a minimum of τ = 4.2 is necessary to let it move uphill, and transmission ratios
larger than τ = 4.5 are necessary to move at 30 km/h.
2.6.2 Hill traveling
Hill traveling tests are performed with a ramp reference speed saturated at 50
km/h. The acceleration is the same as for hill start: 1 km/h/s. Figure 2.6.2 shows
the results obtained with the same powertrain configuration as Figure 2.6.1. The
requirements specify that when traveling along a 15% slope, the vehicle should
allow a minimum steady state speed of 50 km/h. Figure 2.6.1 a) shows the results
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for a transmission ratio τ = 2.8. After 230 s from the start, the temperature grows
at the limit of 130° C, the motor controller cuts the current and the vehicle slows
down from 50 km/h to 30 km/h. This means that the transmission ratio should
be larger than 2.8 to comply to the requirements.
Figure 2.6.2: Hill start results with EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50 – Torque
split strategy 2 (proportional to maximum torque of each motor). Diagram a):
τ = 2.8, Vehicle speed (black), vehicle reference speed (grey dotted), EM1 current
(grey), EM1 temperature (black dotted). Diagram b) Max vehicle speed during
transient (black) and steady-state (grey). Limitations due to max temperature of
the EM1 (*) and EM2 (∆) occurs in steady-state conditions when the requests
cannot be satisfied.
Figure 2.6.2 b) shows the maximum speed in transient conditions (solid black
line) and steady state speed (grey line) as function of the transmission ratio. For
short time intervals the required hill traveling speed of 50 km/h is reached for
τ = 2.3, nevertheless to travel at steady state at that speed the transmission
ratio should be larger than 3.1 . For 2.3 ≤ τ ≤ 2.6 after reaching 50 km/h, the
vehicle must slow down to complete stop to avoid overtemperature conditions. For
2.6 < τ < 3 the vehicle keeps going but at a slower speed.
2.6.3 Maximum vehicle speed
The previous analysis shows, on one hand that the minimum transmission ratio is
set by thermal issues during hill start and hill traveling conditions. The maximum
rotating speed allowed by the electric motor (ωmax), together with the maximum
required speed (Vmax) and tire rolling radius (rL) set, on the other hand, the
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The above equation is just a kinematic constraint and it is valid provided
that the motors are powerful enough to win rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag
and other mechanical losses. For a given transmission ratio, the maximum speed
that can be actually reached can be verified taking into account of the vehicle
longitudinal dynamics together with the electric motor model and controller, as
represented in Figure 2.1.1.
Figure 2.6.3 shows the maximum vehicle speed as function of the transmission
ratio corresponding to a maximum motor speed of 4960 rpm (Table 2.6.1). The
powertrain is the same as for Figures 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. Assuming a max speed of
100 km/h the transmission ratio must be less than 6.2.
Figure 2.6.3: Max traveling speed. EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50 – Torque
split strategy 2 (proportional to maximum torque of each motor).
2.6.4 Driving cycles
The mission of this small electric vehicle is to minimize the energy consumption
in urban context. For this reason, the optimisation procedure was based on the
driving cycles summarized in Table 2. For a given combination of motors and
torque split strategy, simulations of a driving cycle can be performed to evaluate the
energy consumption per unit distance. The transmission ratio is a free parameter
that can be varied in the range previously set by hill start/traveling and max
speed analysis. Modifying the transmission ratio is then possible to find the value
that minimizes the fuel consumption. That minimum is linked to a given driving
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cycle and powertrain configuration. Once the optimal transmission ratio is found,
the maximum speed and acceleration of the vehicle must be verified, including
temperature limitation.
Figure 2.6.4: Energy consumption per km with EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50
– Torque split strategy 2: a) Driving cycles without regeneration of braking energy.
NEDC (black), NYCC (black dotted), FTP (grey), JPN15 (grey dotted), Average
of all cycles (black x) – b) Driving cycles with 100% regeneration of braking energy.
Limitations due to max temperature of the EM1 (*) and EM2 (∆) occurs when
the requests cannot be satisfied.
As shown in Figure 2.6.4, the results are strongly affected by the driving cycle,
not only in terms of energy per unit traveled distance but also in the transmission
ratio that optimizes the energy consumption. The diagrams reported in the figure
do not show a minimum in the range of transmission ratios adopted for the plot.
This is because this range is bound by the already mentioned hill start/traveling
and by max speed considerations.
Comparison of diagrams 2.6.4 a) and b) shows that the energy saving allowed
by regenerative braking is largely dependent on the adopted driving cycle. The
largest saving is obtained in the NYCC driving cycle that is characterized by low
speed but high accelerations and decelerations that are compatible with braking
using the electric motors.
Each driving cycle has a different optimal transmission ratio, the average of
the energy per unit distance of the four cycles of Table 2.5.1 has been added to the
present analysis. The aim is to obtain a result not too specific of a given driving
cycle. Even if questionable, the idea behind this choice is to take the different
driving cycles into account as due to different urban context and different driving
styles. Averaging them together allows to take these differences into account.
The results of this analysis are reported in the same Figure 2.6.4 where black x
line indicates the average energy consumption with regenerative braking (b) and
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without (a). In this case the optimum transmission ratio (τ = 3.6) falls within the
range of transmission ratios allowed by the other constraints.
1 2 3 4 5 6
EM1 (ETEL) [-] 100 50 100 100 100 100
EM2 (ETEL) [-] - 100 50 100 50 100
Torque split strategy [-] - 1 1 1 2 2
τ [-] 5.1 4.3 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.0
Average energy consumption
(no regeneration)
[Wh/km] 141.7 159.3 147.8 154.6 143.7 145.8
Average energy consumption
(regeneration)
[Wh/km] 108.6 130.3 115.8 123.6 110.8 112.9
Acceleration time
(0-60 km/h)
[s] 6.7 5.2 5.7 4.7 6.2 5.7
Max steady-state speed [km/h] 96 115 125 134 132 153
Temp max EM1 [°C] 125 131.6 94.6 90.9 79.5 64.7
Temp max EM2 [°C] - 90.7 69.6 72 70.4 64.7
Table 2.6.2: Optimal results for each powertrain configuration
What done in Figures 2.6.4 for a given combination of motors and torque split
strategy (EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50 – Torque split strategy 2) has been
repeated for all combination of motors and torque split strategies, as summarized
in the first three rows of Table 2.6.2. Even if the solution that minimizes the
energy consumption is #1, with only one electric motor ETEL100, this configu-
ration is able to follow NEDC with a maximum EM temperature of 125°C, very
close to the maximum temperature allowed (130°C). The configuration with bet-
ter performances, strongly lower maximum motor temperature and only slightly
higher energy consumption is the #5, with two electric motors working in parallel
and torque split strategy 2. The results show that the best torque split strategy
is the #2, with better performances and less energy consumption with respect to
strategy 1. In Figure 2.6.5 is reported a comparison between the configurations #3
and #5 (EM1=ETEL100 - EM2=ETEL50, respectively with torque split strategy
1 and 2). The temperature taken into account is the average between the two mo-
tors and the whole efficiency of the powertrain system (Mechanical power output
/ Electric power input) is considered. In order to evaluate a quasi steady state
thermal condition, NEDC driving cycle was repeated for three consecutive times
(obtaining a bigger cycle with threee equal NEDC sub-cycles) and only the last
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one was taken into account. Strategy 2 leads to the lowest energy consumption,
probably because the highest efficiency and the lowest average temperature of the
electric motors at each time of the driving cycle, as can be seen in the same Figure
2.6.5.
Torque strategy #2 involves the use of the two electric motors in parallel all the
time, with torque request proportional to their maximum rating. This indicates
that a powertrain with two motors, installed on the same shaft and driven inde-
pendently from each other do not lead to energy savings, at least with the torque
split strategies that have been considered in the present study. This suggests the
adoption of only one motor rated as the two optimal ones. Using one bigger mo-
tor instead of two smaller ones would improve the efficiency because, among the
others, to the smaller electrical resistance of the end windings and to the reduced
aerodynamic drag.
A detailed cost analysis is out of the scope of the present study, nevertheless
the use of only one motor would lead to additional benefits related to the cost
saving in the electric machines (one bigger motor costs less than two smaller ones
with same cross section) and, above all, of the inverter (one bigger inverter costs
much less than two smaller ones of about half size).
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Figure 2.6.5: Comparison between the configuration #3 and #5 of Table 2.6.2
(EM1=ETEL100 – EM2=ETEL50 with torque split strategy 1 and 2) during the
third part of NEDC driving cycle (black x) – Torque split strategy 1 (configuration
#3): EM efficiency (black), EM Temperature (black dot) – Torque split strategy
2 (#5): EM efficiency (gray), EM Temperature (gray dot) – Are considered the
global efficiencies of the powertrain (EM1+EM2) without regeneration of braking
energy and the average temperatures between EM1 and EM2. A bigger cycle
formed by three consecutive NEDC sub-cycles was considered and only the third
NEDC cycle is reported, in order to consider a quasi steady state thermal condition




strategies for a sustainable city
hybrid vehicle
3.1 Overview and modeling
The aim of the analysis is to evaluate the feasibility and the performance of an
hybrid vehicle having a really limited amount of mechanical modifications with
respect to the related traditional pure-ICE vehicle. Furthermore, an investigation
about the performance and the need of a micro-hybrid or a full-hybrid vehicle
driving strategies (allowing the full-electric driving mode with the same hardware,
considering the classification reported into the introduction 1.1) is reported. Fi-
nally, possible improvements to the proposed initial configuration, based on the
results of the simulations, are proposed. Particularly considering the energy flows
between the hybrid powertrain components.
The functional scheme of the initial proposed vehicle configuration is reported
in Figure 3.1.1.
The idea is to match the advantages of a full-electric vehicle, in terms of effi-
ciency and fuel consumption, minimizing the mechanical modifications and thus
the hybridization costs of the related traditional ICE vehicle.
A simulation model was built in Matlab/Simulink environment. The general
structure of the model is reported in Figure 3.1.2 and the related overview of the
Matlab/Simulink model in Figure 3.1.3.
As the model of the full-electric vehicle described in paragraph 2.1, also in
this case the input is the reference longitudinal speed profile the vehicle has to
follow, for example the typical NEDC homologation driving cycle, commonly used
in automotive field. The controllers drive the electric motor, the ICE and the
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Figure 3.1.1: Topology of the proposed hybrid vehicle
brakes in order to minimize the difference between the reference and the actual
vehicle speed. Within the controller subsystem are also located the torque-split
strategies and a more complete longitudinal driver, not only demanded to drive
the throttle and the brakes, but the gear change and the clutch command too.
In the following will be reported the main differences and improvements with
respect to the model of the full electric vehicle described in chapter 2. The aim
of the first phase of the project was to build a modular vehicle model, in which
different level of detail of some powertrain components can be easily chosen. This
is in order to allow the user to perform different types of simulations during the
progress of the project, mainly related to the longitudinal dynamics, considering at
the beginning just the fuel consumption but successively to allow the first analysis
of the driver longitudinal comfort too. The aim can be achieved improving the
degrees of freedom of the driveline. Particularly, are implemented the polar inertia
of the wheels, connected to the ground by means of a tire (modeled with the
hugely known Pacejka’s Magic Formula), and the Engine inertia, connected to the
driveline by means of the angular stiffness of the clutch. Therefore, two additional
degrees of freedom can be easily and independently chosen and taken into account.
The details are reported in paragraph 3.2 and the number of degrees of freedom
was not further increased due to different reasons:
 More detailed models of the different subsystems (ICE, EM, driveline with
gearbox, differential and so on) can be obtained in a more reliable way with
specific and dedicated software.
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Figure 3.1.2: Model structure of the whole hybrid vehicle
 Increasing the DOFs of the system, higher integration frequency are required,
both for the numerical stability of the whole model and to be able to represent
effects at increasing frequency. Simulation of the whole vehicle model with a
too many degrees of freedom can be excessively computation time consuming,
especially considering the commonly used driving cycles, with durations of
hundreds or thousands of seconds.
3.2 Vehicle and driveline models
As described in paragraph 2.1, to achieve performance analysis of the whole hybrid
system on driving cycles, a simple longitudinal dynamic model of the vehicle, with
just one degree of freedom, is sufficient. Due to the low longitudinal accelerations
and longitudinal forces between tires and ground, the maximum capabilities and
the related longitudinal slip of the tires can be neglected. Therefore, for these
purposes, the vehicle can be simply represented like an equivalent inertia at the
ICE crankshaft, as reported in equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The main parameters of
the hybrid vehicle are listed in Table 3.2.1 along with the associated symbols.
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Figure 3.1.3: Overview of the Matlab/Simulink model of the whole hybrid vehicle
Parameter Value
M Whole vehicle mass (with 3 passengers) [kg]
JW Wheel inertia [kgm
2]
JICE Engine inertia [kgm
2]
rL Wheel loaded rolling radius [m]
f0 Constant coast-down coefficient [N ]





Table 3.2.1: Hybrid vehicle parameters
On the other hand, more detailed simulations of start&stop maneuvers might
be useful in a second phase of the project, in order to identify the critical aspect for
a better optimization of the whole system, especially a more detailed optimization
of the torque-split strategy taking into account the longitudinal comfort of the
vehicle. For this reason, one or two additional degrees of freedom are implemented
and can be easily chosen by the user, as schematized in Figure 3.2.1.
In each case, the driveline input torque Tp is that at the crankshaft, due to the
whole powertrain (ICE+EM).
The equivalent inertia of the powertrain due to the ICE, electric motor and
belt transmission (Jp,eq), that of the wheels and gearbox (Jw,eq) and the equivalent
rotational inertia of the vehicle (Jv,eq) are taken into account, as suggested by
Genta [37]. These parameters can be calculated similarly as reported in equation
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Figure 3.2.1: Implemented possible configuration of the driveline model, that can
be chosen by the user.
2.2.2:














At this phase of the project, the belt transmission between the electric motor




an efficiency. Due to the potentially high torques involved, an efficiency ηbelt = 95%
was taken into account and the whole torque at the ICE crankshaft is:




Each wheel is considered as a rigid body, with its own polar inertia Jw,eq and
the wheel-ground contact can be characterized by the curve of the longitudinal
force coefficient versus the longitudinal slip µx = f (σ) reported in Figure 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.2.2: Longitudinal characteristics of a tire
Often, only the first linear part of the curve is used and its slope can be eas-
ily obtained from the coefficients of the Pacejka’s Magic Formula by the product
BxCxDx. Otherwise, the whole longitudinal Magic Formula can be used, repre-
senting the whole curve. In the vehicle model, both the solutions are used and can
be chosen.
Considering the pure longitudinal Magic Formula, it is reported in equation
3.2.5 (a complete set of all the tire parameters can be found in [38]).
Fx0 = Dx sin [Cx arctan {Bxσ − Ex (Bxσ − arctan (Bxσ))}] + SV x (3.2.5)
With the longitudinal slip σ linked to the ratio between the angular speed of










Instead, considering only the first linear part of the curve, the longitudinal
force generated between tires and ground can be:
Fx = Fzµx = Fz (BxCxDx)σ (3.2.8)
The wheel-ground contact can be modeled as a viscous damper with damping
coefficient, as presented by Genta [37]:
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Usually the tire model is complemented by adding a spring in series with the
damper, with a stiffness:






Where a is a length equal to half the length of the contact zone. It can be
modified to take into account the longitudinal compliance of the tires and the
suspension.
The additional degree of freedom can be taken into account considering the
equivalent inertia of the powertrain (EM+ICE) connected to the primary shaft of
the gearbox by means of the stiffness (kc) and damping (cc) of the clutch.
Locking the wheels and the clutch degrees of freedom, the inertia can be simply
added to obtain the equivalent inertia at the crankshaft of the whole vehicle.
The part of the matlab model that allows the choice of the wheels degree of
freedom is reported in Figure 3.2.3, while the driveline model is in Figure 3.2.4.
Figure 3.2.3: Matlab/Simulink model of the vehicle subsystem
Figure 3.2.4: Matlab/Simulink model of the driveline
The gearbox and the final drive are modeled as simple transmission ratios,
related to the engaged gear, and an efficiency. The available experimental data
relates its efficiency to:
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 Gearbox temperature
 Input torque
 Angular speed of the input shaft
 Engaged gear
With a 3D linear interpolation for each engaged gear, the whole efficiency of the
gearbox can be calculated at each time step of the simulation. Consequently, the
output torque and the dissipated power can be obtained at each time step in func-
tion of the the input torque and efficiency. Furthermore, knowing the dissipated
power, the thermal resistance and the thermal time constant of the gearbox, its
temperature can be evaluated by means of a 1DOF thermal model, as that used
for the electric motor reported in equation 2.3.9.
Figure 3.2.5: Gearbox efficiency evaluation by means of a 3D linear interpolation
for each engaged gear
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3.3 Battery model
In chapter 2, an investigation about a possible optimal solution, in terms of energy
consumption, using one or two electric motors in a full-electric vehicle is presented.
In that case, a battery model was not taken into account but just an infinite capac-
ity battery was considered. This is in order to evaluate only the capabilities and
the maximum performances of the different configurations of the electric motors.
Furthermore, the differences in energy consumption and battery currents required
to drive the car are due to the difference in efficiency only, therefore they are of
the same order of magnitude with all the electric motor configurations.
Instead, considering an hybrid vehicle, key factors in the determination of the
torque-split strategy between the ICE and the electric motor (presented in para-
graph 3.6.2) are the characteristics of the battery at each time step. Particularly,
the capacity and the state of charge (SOC) of the battery are the most important
limitations in the possible usage of the electric motor because, for example, it can-
not be used in driving or braking mode if the battery is empty or fully recharged
respectively. In addition, its efficiency must be evaluated and taken into account
because the amount of energy dissipated into the battery determines its temper-
ature and can be an important part of the energy dissipated by the whole hybrid
powertrain.
For this reason, a reliable evaluation of the state of charge of the battery must
be implemented. The most simple electric model of a battery consists of an ideal
voltage source in series with an internal resistance, but this model does not take
into account the battery SOC. An easy-to-use battery model, presented and exper-
imentally validated by Tremblay [35] (schematized in Figure 3.3.1) was taken into
account. It uses just the state of charge (SOC) of the battery as a state variable
and it is composed by a controlled voltage source in series with a resistance that
represents the internal resistance of the battery.
The presented model is able to accurately reproduce the battery manufacturer’s
charge and discharge curves for a huge number of battery chemistry, like Lead-Acid,
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion), Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) and Nickel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH).
In addition, this model was integrated into the Matlab SimPowerSystem toolbox.
The present research is conducted in an early phase of the project and for
this reason, a small amount of experimental data about the components of the
hybrid vehicle was available. Related to the battery characteristics, just the type
(Li-Ion), nominal capacity ( Ah) and nominal voltage ( V) were known. The
first estimation of reasonable numerical value of the battery model parameters
was carried out from the SimPowerSystem in function of the available data. That
toolbox was used just to obtain the parameters values, but it was not implemented
within the hybrid vehicle model, where just the model equations are used.
The battery is modeled using a simple controlled voltage source in series with
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Figure 3.3.1: Battery model
a constant resistance, as shown in Figure 3.3.1. The battery voltage is calculated
in function of its nominal capacity, voltage and instant current. For this reason,
the model presents the same characteristics for charge and discharge cycles. The
open-circuit voltage of the controlled voltage source is calculated with a non-linear
equation, based on the actual SOC of the battery:







0 i dt (3.3.1)
Where
Parameter Value
E No load voltage [V ] −
i Battery current [A] −
E0 Battery constant voltage when fully-recharged [V ]
K Polarization voltage [V ]
Qnom Battery nominal capacity [Ah]
A Exponential zone amplitude [V ]
B Exponential zone time constant inverse [Ah−1]
Rbatt Internal resistance [Ω]
Table 3.3.1: Battery parameters
Consequently, the closed-circuit battery voltage is:
Vbatt = E −Rbatti (3.3.2)
If an initial battery state of charge SOC0 has to be considered, an initial value
of the integral of the battery current can be taken into account:
it,0 = (1− SOC0)Qnom (3.3.3)
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that represents the amount of electric charge that has to be extracted from the
fully charged battery to have the desired initial state of charge SOC0.
The equation 3.3.1 becomes:







0 i dt] (3.3.4)








The battery model is based on the following assumption:
 Constant internal resistance during charge and discharge and it does not vary
with respect to the current amplitude.
 Model’s parameters identified from discharge characteristics and assumed to
be the same for charging.
 Capacity independent from the amplitude of the current.
 The temperature does not have effect on the model.
 Self-discharge effect neglected.
 No memory effect of the battery.
And has the following limitations:
 The minimum no-load battery voltage is 0 V and the maximum one is not
limited.
 The minimum capacity is 0 Ah and the maximum one is not limited. There-
fore a SOC > 1 can occur if the battery is overcharged.
These are the limitations of the battery model itself. To avoid the unreasonable
conditions of SOC > 1, the control system of the torque split strategy, reported
in paragraph 3.6, is based on the SOC and it is demanded to maintain the battery
SOC within a reasonable (and tunable) range, for example between 0.5 and 0.9 to
avoid under and over-charging conditions.
The battery model might be easily improved introducing the effect of the bat-
tery temperature on the internal resistance. The battery temperature can be
estimated by means of a single degree of freedom thermal model (characterized
by its thermal resistance and thermal time constant) and the internal resistance
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dissipated power, analogous to that used for the electric motors and reported in
equation 2.3.7 and 2.3.9. Furthermore, the torque-split strategy was built taking
into account the battery temperature too. At the actual state of the project, due
to the lack of the battery experimental data, that improvement was implemented
but still not used because it could not be extensively validated.
3.4 ICE model
The Internal Combustion Engine is simply modeled as a torque generator in func-
tion of its angular speed and throttle aperture. The maximum torque and the
specific fuel consumption (and its related efficiency) were experimentally measured
by the manufacturer and reported in Figure 3.4.1.
Figure 3.4.1: ICE maximum available driving torque (red) in function of the rota-
tion speed, a) the contour plot of the specific fuel consumption [g/Hph] map for
each working point and b) the related engine efficiency
The specific fuel consumption q [g/Hph] of the engine relates the amount of
consumed fuel to the generated mechanical energy, so it is an equivalent formu-
lation of the engine efficiency and it is usually defined in function of the mean





where T is the engine torque, V the total capacity of the engine and i is a
coefficient related to the stroke number of the engine (i=1 for a 2 strokes engine
and i=2 for a 4 strokes one).
The vehicle longitudinal controller drives the gear change and the engine throt-
tle to follow the desired longitudinal speed of the vehicle, for example the NEDC
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vehicle homologation driving cycle. Therefore, at each time step of the cycle, the
working point of the engine on the torque-speed plane is determined, in terms of
needed engine torque, pme and angular speed. With a double linear interpolation
between the available points of the specific fuel consumption plane, it is possible to
determine the instant specific fuel consumption (when it does not match exactly
the available data of the engine fuel consumption map). It can be multiplied by
the instant engine power to obtain the fuel mass flow:
m˙fuel (t) = P (t) q (T, ω) (3.4.2)





m˙fuel (t) dt (3.4.3)
In idle conditions, the mechanical power generated by the engine is zero, so this
leads to a null fuel rate. By means of a switch in the simulation model, the idle
fuel mass flow and a start&stop strategy can be taken into account. Considering
the longitudinal distance traveled by the car, the traditional fuel consumption in
[l/100km] or [km/l] can be easily computed.
The equivalent efficiency of the engine can be computed from the specific fuel





Of course, this leads to correct results just considering the right units for q
because the HLfuel is generally expressed in [kJ/kg].
In addition, the resistant torque of the engine in over-running mode, when it
is driven by the electric motor or in case of engine braking, is introduced. One of
the aim of the present work is to explore the effects of the resistant torque of the
engine on the potentialities of the hybrid powertrain schematized in Figure 3.1.1,
in terms of fuel consumption, dissipated energy, regenerable braking energy and
maximum temperatures and performance of its components, determining the best
torque-split strategies between the ICE and electric motor.
3.5 Electric motor model
Two different models of the electric motor are implemented within the whole ve-
hicle model. The first one is the analytic model described in paragraph 2.3, that
quantifies the stator and rotor losses by means of their mono-phase equivalent
impedance. In addition it can take into account the temperature effect on the mo-
tor efficiency, varying the stator resistance in function of the copper temperature.
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Due to the small amount of available data at this early phase of the project, also
a traditional empiric model of the motor is implemented because an experimental
steady-state maximum torque curve and the related efficiency map, reported in
Figure 3.5.1, was available. The static efficiency map takes into account both the
driving and the braking working condition of the electric motor, but it cannot
consider the efficiency variation in function of the motor temperature.
In both cases, evaluating the dissipated power from the efficiency map, the
motor temperature can be estimated by means of the one degree of freedom thermal
model described in equation 2.3.9.
Figure 3.5.1: Electric motor maximum available driving (red, positive) and braking
(red, negative) torque in function of the rotation speed, and the contour plot of
the efficiency map for each working point.
3.6 Controllers and torque-split strategies
3.6.1 Driver
In order to follow the desired vehicle longitudinal speed, a model of a longitudinal
driver is needed. The same low bandwidth PI controller implemented for the full-
electric citycar model, reported in Paragraph 2.4, is used. Differently from the
previous one, the hybrid vehicle is based on a traditional ICE vehicle, so the driver
does not have to simply drive the throttle, but also the clutch and the gear change.
A gear change duration of 0.5s is implemented and a maximum (2500 rpm) and
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minimum (1000 rpm) engine rotational speed is taken into account for gear up-shift
and down-shift respectively.
3.6.2 Torque-split strategies
In the present sustainable city hybrid vehicle, the internal combustion engine is the
main prime mover, like the traditional vehicles. In addition, an electric motor can
be used braking or helping the traditional ICE to maximize the global efficiency of
the whole hybrid powertrain. This aim can be reached defining the proper torque-
split strategy between the ICE and the electric motor. The strategy must be able,
at each time step and using the input signals measured on the vehicle, to decide
the amount of torque that has to be generated by the ICE, the electric motor
and the passive brakes in order to follow the desired speed profile, minimizing the
energy consumption of the vehicle.
Figure 3.6.1: Torque-split strategy - Overview of inputs and outputs
For this purpose, the strategy schematized in Figure 3.6.1 is proposed, taking
into account the input signals:
 Driver throttle: the throttle position command of the driver. It is needed to
understand the desired torque that must be generated by the whole power-
train.
 Driver brake pressure
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 ICE angular speed
 Maximum ICE torque: in function of the ICE angular speed.
 Maximum electric motor torque: the maximum nominal torque of the electric
motor in driving mode, provided by the motor manufacturer. The torque is
positive when it has the same direction of the ICE angular speed. Thus, a
negative torque occurs in braking condition.
 Minimum electric motor torque: the maximum absolute value of the electric
motor torque in braking mode.
 Battery State of Charge (SOC)
 Electric motor temperature
 Battery temperature
 Engaged gear
 Gear shift signal: it is equal to 1 during a gear shift maneuver, otherwise 0.
 Vehicle longitudinal speed
At the beginning, the whole torque requested by the driver have to be calculated.
Using a traditional ICE vehicle, the torque at the crankshaft is uniquely generated
by the ICE. In case of a parallel hybrid vehicle, the same torque can be generated
by an infinite number of combinations between engine and motor torques:




Where τbelt is the transmission ratio of the belt transmission between the
crankshaft and the electric motor and ηbelt is its average efficiency. The strat-
egy must be able to choose the “best” couple to guarantee the desired torque at
the crankshaft, maximizing the efficiency of the powertrain. Of course, the torque-
split must be feasible, so it must take into account the maximum performance of
the electric motor at each time step. In an hybrid vehicle, it can be determined by
a number of parameters, like the size of the motor that determines the maximum
nominal steady-state driving and braking torques, the motor angular speed, the
battery state of charge, the motor and battery temperatures. Once the electric
motor maximum performance is known, the best torque-split can be determined,
using a strategy based on the working conditions of every component of the hybrid
powertrain, estimated by means of the input signal measured on the vehicle.
Summarizing, the strategy consists of the three main parts schematized in
Figure 3.6.2:
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 Definition of the driver requested torque: knowing the maximum ICE torque
curve in function of its angular speed, the requested torque can be calculated
as:
Treq = TICEmax ∗ αdriver
100
(3.6.2)
where αdriver is the driver throttle percentage aperture (100% means wide
open throttle). In this case, the requested torque is calculated with the throt-
tle percentage aperture with respect to the maximum ICE torque. Further
strategies can be added to use the electric motor in addition to the ICE, in
order to have an temporary electrical boost when full power is requested by
the driver (paragraph 3.6.2.2). Furthermore, instead of a simple product,
a non linear look-up table between the throttle aperture αdriver and the re-
quested torque Treq can be used, in order to better set the transfer function
between the throttle and the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle.
 Definition of the electric motor usage limitations at each time step, based on
the conditions of each hybrid powertrain component.
 ICE, electric motor and braking torques definition, in function of the electric
motor limitations and the input signals.
Figure 3.6.2: Torque-split strategy - Main subsystems
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3.6.2.1 Electric motor usage limitations
During the run of the vehicle, at each time step the strategy is demanded to
calculate the torque that must be generated by the ICE, the electric motor and
the passive brakes. The ICE remains the main prime mover of the vehicle and
the electric motor can be used at the same time, braking or accelerating the ICE
to improve the efficiency of the whole hybrid powertrain. In addition, it can be
used to start the vehicle in full-electric mode too. For this purpose, the maximum
braking (TEM min) and driving (TEM max) torques that can be generated by the
electric motor must be calculated, taking into account all the constraints due to
the hybrid powertrain components:
 Battery state of charge (SOC): it must stay within an acceptable range to
guarantee its functionality, reliability and duration, avoiding under and over-
charging. The electric motor cannot generate a braking torque when the
battery is fully recharged or similarly, it can not generate a driving torque
when the battery reaches the minimum acceptable SOC.
 Battery and EM temperature: the driving strategy must guarantee that the
temperature of each component remains lower than the maximum allowable.
In order to satisfy these requirements in a progressive way, a fuzzy-logic strat-
egy with very simple membership functions is implemented. The membership func-
tions, reported in Figure 3.6.3, ranges between 0 and 1 and are used as multiply
factors of the steady-state torques of the electric motor. When all the limitations
do not occur, all the nominal torque of the electric motor can be used. There-
fore, all the membership functions must be equal to 1 and both its maximum and
minimum torques are equal to the EM nominal steady-state torques. But when
one of the limitations is approaching, at least one of the membership functions
decreases, because the maximum driving or braking electric motor torque has to
be reduced to guarantee that all the limits are never exceeded. When one of the
limits is reached, the related membership function falls to 0 and the electric motor
cannot be used any more. The membership functions reported in Figure 3.6.3 are
built to guarantee the following acceptable ranges:
 Battery SOC: from 50 to 90 %. The membership function (a) is multiplied to
the max EM driving torque, therefore the limitation starts with a SOC less
than 60%. When the battery SOC is 50%, the max allowable EM driving
torque falls to 0. Similarly, the function (b) multiplies the max EM braking
torque, thus the limitation starts with a SOC higher than 80% and when the
SOC reaches 90%, the battery cannot be charged any more and the available
EM braking torque decreases to 0.
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Figure 3.6.3: EM limitations by means of fuzzy logic membership functions: mul-
tiply factors of the nominal steady-state EM a) driving torque, b) braking torque,
c) - d) both driving and braking torques.
 EM temperature: less than 130°C. When the EM temperature reaches 110°C
the limitation starts acting, both on driving and braking torque (member-
ship function c), because the efficiency of the EM (of course less than 1)
increases its temperature both in driving and braking phases. When the EM
temperature reaches 130 °C, the membership function (c) falls to 0 and the
electric motor cannot be used any more.
 Battery temperature: less than 60°C. Similarly to the previous EM temper-
ature limitation, the function (d) limits the battery maximum temperature
to 60 °C and starts acting at 50°C, reducing the EM max torque both in
driving and braking phases. This is because the battery temperature rise is
due to the current flow from and to the battery, due to the electric motor.
The implementation of the fuzzy logic EM limitation within the Simulink model
is reported in Figure 3.6.4.
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With this approach, additional limitations can be easily added, once additional
characteristics of each component of the hybrid powertrain are available during
the development of the project.
Figure 3.6.4: Torque-split strategy - Implementation of Fuzzy logic EM limitations
in Simulink
3.6.2.2 Torque-split calculation
For a better understanding of the hybrid powertrain performance, energy flows
and dissipation, different torque-split strategies are implemented and their results
are compared:
1. Pure ICE: the reference fuel consumption for each simulation, it is the initial
vehicle configuration that has to be improved.
2. Pure ICE with start&stop strategy: the engine is stopped during idle phases.
3. Full-hybrid: the main target is to drive the electric motor to maximize the
engine efficiency, but also additional features are implemented:
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 Maximize the ICE efficiency by means of the electric motor torque.
 Start&stop strategy: it stops the engine when the car is stationary and
would run in idle condition.
 Regenerative braking: to recover the maximum amount of the vehicle
kinetic energy, the electric motor can generate a braking torque, using
it as an alternator to recharge the battery.
 The possibility to start and run the vehicle in full-electric mode: in
order to allow an additional usage of the energy recovered or generated
by the electric motor .
4. Simple-hybrid: just start&stop, regenerative braking and full-electric start.
5. Full-hybrid without regenerative braking
ICE and hybrid components dissipated energies
In order to explore the performance and the effectiveness of the different torque-
split strategies, all the dissipation in every component of the hybrid powertrain
must be evaluated, comparing the fuel consumptions obtained with the full-hybrid
and the simple-hybrid strategies. This allows to understand if, using the full-hybrid
strategy, the energy saved due to the improvement of the engine average efficiency
is bigger with respect to the additional dissipation into the hybrid components
(motor, battery, belt transmission) that occur when the energy flow between the
ICE, belt, electric motor and battery improves. Or to evaluate the importance
of the regenerative braking or the usage of a full-electric driving mode. For this
purpose, the energy consumption of different strategies are compared.
The energy dissipated by the battery can be obtained from the battery current,






EM (t) dt (3.6.3)
The mechanical energy dissipated by the belt transmission, between the electric
motor and the engine crankshaft, can be calculated from the electric motor torque,
with two different definitions when the electric motor is driving (PEM,mec > 0) or
braking (PEM,mec < 0) respectively:{
Ediss belt, EM drive =
´ T
0
(1− ηbelt)PEM,mec (t) dt (PEM,mec > 0)





|PEM,mec (t) | dt (PEM,mec < 0)
(3.6.4)
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The whole belt dissipated energy is the sum of the previous energies dissipated
in the different conditions:
Ediss belt = Ediss belt, EM drive + Ediss belt, EM brake (3.6.5)
The energy dissipated by the electric motor can be calculated from the mechanical
energy and its efficiency, calculated by means of the static efficiency maps or the
analytic model in function of the torque and the angular speed of the motor. Also
in this case, the whole electric motor dissipated energy EdissEM can be calculated








1−ηEM (TEM ,ωEM )
ηEM (TEM ,ωEM )
|PEM,mec (t) | dt (PEM,mec < 0)
(3.6.6)
Finally, the energy dissipated by the engine in driving mode can be calculated
from the mass fuel rate (m˙fuel) consumed on the driving cycle, the lower heating
value (HLfuel) of the gasoline and the resultant positive mechanical energy gen-
erated by the engine. The energy dissipated in engine-brake conditions can be
calculated simply integrating the braking power, due to the resistant torque of the
engine in over-running mode:{





dt (PICE,mec > 0)
Ediss ICE, brake =
´ T
0
|TICE, over−running (t) |ωICE (t) dt (PICE,mec < 0)
(3.6.7)
Therefore, the dissipated energy takes into account both the engine efficiency
from the static specific fuel consumption map and the fuel consumed in idle con-
ditions. The whole hybrid powertrain dissipated energy can be calculated easily
adding all the dissipation:
Ediss,pwt = Ediss ICE + EdissEM + Ediss belt + Ediss batt (3.6.8)
The whole efficiency of the hybrid powertrain, reported in Figure 3.6.5, can
be calculated considering the total energy in input and output involved into the
hybrid powertrain. The energy inputs are:
 Fuel chemical energy (Efuel), due to the fuel mass and its low heating value:
Efuel = mfuelHLfuel (3.6.9)
 Mechanical energy from the clutch (Eclutch neg), flowing into the hybrid pow-
ertrain during the braking phases. It is dissipated by the engine due to its
over-running resistant torque and the remaining part can be regenerated by
the electric motor to recharge the battery.
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The energy output is the mechanical energy provided to the clutch in driving
conditions (Eclutch pos) .
Considering a null variation of the internal energy, having an equal battery SOC
at the beginning and at the end of the simulation, the energy balance equation of
the hybrid powertrain can be written as:
Efuel − Eclutch pos + |Eclutch neg| − Ediss,pwt = 0 (3.6.10)
The whole efficiency of the hybrid powertrain from tank to wheels, related to





Efuel + |Eclutch neg| − Ediss,pwt
Efuel
(3.6.11)
Finally, it can be noticed that the positive energy provided to the clutch is the
energy demanded to move the vehicle. Therefore, knowing the vehicle character-
istics, it is related only to the driving cycle.
Figure 3.6.5: Hybrid powertrain: the energy inputs are the fuel and the mechanical
energy from the clutch, that is the vehicle kinetic energy during the braking phases.
The output is the mechanical energy provided to the clutch in driving conditions.
Full-hybrid strategy
Maximization of ICE efficiency After the definition of the electric motor
maximum torques, the torque-split strategy has to calculate the amount of torque
that must be generated by the ICE, EM and brakes at each time step. The
full-hybrid implemented strategy is demanded to use the available electric motor
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torque to maximize the ICE efficiency. This idea is based on the assumption that
the internal combustion engine is the powertrain component having the lowest
global efficiency, while the electrical components generally have higher efficiencies.
Furthermore, looking at the maps in Figure 3.4.1, the engine has a good efficiency
in working conditions close to the maximum torque curve, while the efficiency falls
down rapidly when the motor is not heavily loaded. Unfortunately, the latter is
a typical working condition of the homologation driving cycles (NEDC) and more
generally, of driving in urban context. In addition, urban driving is characterized
by a low average speed with frequent accelerations and decelerations. For this
reason, using traditional vehicles it is reasonable to say that a big amount of
energy is dissipated into the passive brakes, because the vehicle kinetic energy
must be frequently converted into heat to decelerate the car by means of the brakes.
Instead, the extra-urban cycles are characterized by higher speed with less frequent
accelerations. In this case, the biggest amount of energy is dissipated by the
dissipative forces like aerodynamics and tire rolling resistance. In urban driving, a
big reduction in energy consumptions can be obtained with a regeneration of the
braking energy, because theoretically all the vehicle kinetic energy not dissipated
by dissipative forces can be recovered. The regeneration can be obtained using the
electric motor as a generator, providing an electrical braking torque instead of the
traditional passive brakes.
At each time step, the engine is characterized by its angular speed. The driver
requested torque Treq is known from the throttle aperture, as reported in equation
3.6.2. The requested torque can be generated by an infinite number of combination
between engine and motor torques:




If the electric motor is not used (TEM = 0), the required torque is generated
just by the engine (point R in Figure 3.6.6). The engine working point can be
moved within the range AB by means of the electric motor torque. Choosing the
desired engine torque, the needed EM torque is:
TEM = (Treq − TICE) τbelt
ηbelt
(3.6.13)
In particular, with the maximum electric driving torque, the engine working
point lies in A, while with the maximum electrical braking torque, the engine
working point moves toward B.
The desired engine torque can be chosen to maximize its efficiency within the
feasible rangeAB (point P ), and the needed electric motor torque can be calculated
so that:
TEM, ηmax = (Treq − TICE, ηmax) τbelt
ηbelt
(3.6.14)
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Figure 3.6.6: Torque-split feasible points - R) Required torque Treq in pure ICE
mode, A) ICE working point with the EM in parallel generating its maximum
possible driving torque TEM max, B) ICE working point with the EM in parallel
generating its maximum possible braking torque TEM min, P) ICE working point
with the maximum feasible ICE efficiency. τbelt is the belt transmission ratio be-
tween electric motor and the ICE crankshaft and ηbelt is its average efficiency.
The easiest way to choose the optimal ICE working point is considering its rota-
tional speed and a static engine efficiency map. This method is used in the present
analysis but it can be improved considering for example a dynamic efficiency map
in function of the engine temperature or other parameters.
In any case, the presented strategy takes into account all the limitations influ-
encing the electric motor available torque, and the ICE can be forced to work in
the working point that maximize its efficiency.
Additional features implemented into the full-hybrid strategy are the regen-
erative braking, start&stop and the possibility to start and to run the vehicle in
full-electric mode.
Regenerative braking Theoretically, all the kinetic energy of the vehicle
not dissipated by the dissipative forces during the braking phases, can be recovered
instead of being dissipated with the passive traditional brakes. Of course, the tires
rolling resistance and the aerodynamic forces are present but using the vehicle
coast-down coefficients (Table 3.2.1) it is possible to calculate the resistant force
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at a typical urban speed of 50 km/h:
Fres = f0 + f2V
2
x = N (3.6.15)
Braking the same vehicle with a low deceleration of 0.3g, the module of the
braking force is:
Fbrake = ma = N (3.6.16)
It is one order of magnitude higher than the resistant force at 50 km/h. For
this reason, it is reasonable to say that the majority of the vehicle kinetic energy
is dissipated by the passive brakes during the braking phases.
The implemented strategy brakes the vehicle using the electric motor as much
as possible. If the the requested braking torque exceeds the limit of the electric
motor (determined by the fuzzy-logic at each time step), the additional requested
torque can be generated by the traditional passive brakes. In this way, the amount
of regenerated energy is maximized but all the electric motor limitations (due to
the battery SOC, temperatures and so on) are taken into account.
The regenerative braking can be very important to reduce the energy consump-
tion of the vehicle, especially in urban driving, taking into account that at low
speed the motion resistant forces are small with respect to the requested accelera-
tion and deceleration forces. Furthermore, all the driving cycles representative of
urban driving are characterized by frequent accelerations and decelerations, almost
without constant speed periods.
For this reason, to have an idea of the amount of the recoverable energy during





The resistant motion force can be calculated from the coast-down coefficients
of the vehicle (Table 3.2.1) in function of the longitudinal speed:
Fres = f0 + f2V
2
x (3.6.18)
If all the kinetic energy is recovered and neglecting the efficiency of the electrical
powertrain, theoretically all the kinetic energy can be used to move the vehicle at
a constant speed equal to the initial Vx, for a longitudinal distance x that equals
the work of the resistant forces:
Ek = xFres ⇒ 1
2
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Plotting the longitudinal distance x in function of the initial speed Vx (Figure
3.6.7) it can be noticed that, for example, the kinetic energy at 50 km/h is equal to
the energy needed to travel for more than ....m at a constant speed Vx = 50 km/h.
This means that at 50 km/h, the same amount of the kinetic energy of the vehicle,
would be dissipated by the resistant forces traveling at the same constant speed
for more than ....m. If all the vehicle kinetic energy during just one braking
phase from 50km/h could be recovered, the vehicle could travel for additional
....m with the same fuel consumption of the pure-ICE driving mode. Of course,
the regeneration efficiency cannot be equal to 1 due to the efficiency of every
component of the hybrid powertrain. But this simple example can be useful to
understand the importance of the regenerative braking, especially on urban driving
cycles with frequent accelerations and decelerations.
Figure 3.6.7: Longitudinal distance that can be traveled using all the recovered
vehicle kinetic energy
Full-electric mode The electric energy stored into the battery can be used,
by the electric motor, to generate a driving torque that can help the engine to
generate the requested torque Treq, as reported in equation 3.6.12. Due to the
configuration of the hybrid vehicle, the electric motor is directly coupled with the
engine crankshaft by means of a belt transmission, as the alternator on a traditional
ICE vehicles. For this reason, when the car is running in full-electric mode, the
engine have to rotate too. In this case, in addition to the vehicle resistant force,
also the ICE resistant torque in over-running conditions have to be overcome. The
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amount of the ICE resistant torque is a key factor that influence the convenience in
using the full-electric mode. The effects of different resistant torques are reported
in paragraph 3.7.3 and the results of the simulations with the full-hybrid strategy
with and without the usage of full-electric driving mode are in paragraph 3.7.4.
Figure 3.6.8: Fuzzy logic membership functions: multiply factors of the maximum
electric motor torque (TEM max) to define the maximum driver requested torque
(TPEmax) to run in full-electric mode.
Defining a maximum driver requested torque (TPEmax) to allow the full-electric
run, the control strategy determines that the full-electric mode can occur just if:
Treq ≤ TPEmax (3.6.21)
To have feasible conditions, TPEmax must be lower than the maximum driving
torque of the electric motor (TEM max defined in paragraph 3.6.2.1). Further condi-
tions can be added in function of the battery state of charge and the longitudinal
vehicle speed. Also in this case a fuzzy-logic can be used: the membership func-
tions are reported in Figure 3.6.8 and the related simulink model in Figure 3.6.9.
The maximum driving torque of the electric motor TEM max is multiplied by the
membership functions to define the full-electric limit torque TPEmax. Using this
simple strategy, when:
 Treq ≤ TPEmax the torque generated by the engine is TICE = 0 and the
vehicle is running in full-electric mode.
 Treq > TPEmax the torque generated by the engine is TICE = TICE ηmax,
maximizing the engine efficiency.
The electric motor torque is then calculated as in equation 3.6.14.
But when the requested torque Treq overcomes the full-electric limit torque
TPEmax, the ICE torque would change suddenly from 0 to TICE ηmax. To avoid
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Figure 3.6.9: Simulink implementation of the fuzzy logic membership functions:
multiply factors of the maximum electric motor torque (TEM max) to define the
maximum driver requested torque (TPEmax) to run in full-electric mode.
abrupt variations of the ICE driving torque, causing an on-off behavior of the
strategy, a linear transition can be introduced to allow a gradual variation of
ICE and EM torques. At each time step, the optimal ICE torque TICE ηmax is
always calculated, also when the car is running in full-electric mode. When the
requested torque is approaching the full-electric limit (it can happen both when
the Treq increases or when the limit torque TPEmax decreases, for example due to
the reduction of the battery SOC), the linear transition can start. The desired
amplitude ∆Tlinear of the linear transition is introduced, so that the engine torque
can be calculated as:
 Treq ≤ TPEmax −∆Tlinear the torque generated by the engine is TICE = 0.
 Treq > TPEmax the torque generated by the engine is TICE = TICE ηmax.
 TPEmax−∆Tlinear < Treq ≤ TPEmax the torque generated by the engine is the
linear interpolation between the other conditions, as reported in Equation
3.6.22 and in Figure 3.6.10 (a):
TICE = TICE, ηmax
(




The same procedure is used with the simple hybrid strategy, changing from the
full-electric mode to the pure-ICE condition, reported in Figure 3.6.10 (b).
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Figure 3.6.10: Linear interpolation between full-electric mode (TEM,PE) and (a)
optimal ICE efficiency working conditions with full-hybrid strategy (TICE, ηmax;
TEM, ηmax) or (b) pure-ICE (TICE, pure−ICE) with simple-hybrid strategy. ICE
(blue) and EM (red) torques are reported, and an amplitude ∆Tlinear = 3Nm
of the linear transition is considered. Usually when the engine is low loaded, to
maximize the ICE efficiency (TICE, ηmax) a braking torque of the electric motor is
needed (TEM, ηmax), as showed in Figure 3.6.6 too.
Electric boost The electric motor can be used not only to improve the
efficiency of the internal combustion engine, but it can provide additional torque,
in parallel with the engine, to improve the maximum vehicle performance when
the driver requests the full power. Also in this case, a gradual and linear rise of
the electric motor torque is necessary. For this reason, an additional condition to
calculate the driver requested torque can be added to the equation 3.6.2: when the
throttle aperture (αdriver) is higher than the throttle aperture for electric boost
activation (αboost, for example 90%), the requested torque is calculated adding to
the engine maximum torque the contribution of the electric motor torque:{














The contribution of the electric motor torque starts to be positive when the
throttle aperture αdriver > αboost and grows linearly until αdriver = 100% when
the maximum electric motor torque is added to the maximum engine torque. Of
course, TEM max takes into account all the electric motor limitations reported in
paragraph 3.6.2.1.
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3.7 Test procedure and results
The aim of the present thesis is to evaluate, by means of a simulation model, the
performance of a parallel hybrid vehicle having the configuration proposed in Fig-
ure 3.1.1. The reference driving cycle is the NEDC, commonly used by the car
manufacturers as reference for fuel consumption homologation of their vehicles.
Simulating the vehicle running along the NEDC, the effects of the main parame-
ters that characterize the hybrid powertrain can be evaluated, and the results are
commonly considered as representative of the typical average usage of the vehicles.
In any case, the effects are then quantified more in detail considering not only the
NEDC but also other cycles (like the NYCC, FTP 75, JPN 15, reported in Figure
2.5.1 and in Table 2.5.1), representative of additional different usage of the vehi-
cles. They are commonly used by the manufacturers, in parallel with the NEDC, to
evaluate more in detail the real-world fuel consumptions and performance of their
vehicles, considering a wider amount of vehicle usage conditions. The effects of the
more critical parameters can be evaluated, leading to the possible modification to
the proposed initial configuration.
First of all, a validation of the model, based on the experimental results is
needed. The fuel consumption obtained with the model on the NEDC driving cycle,
can be compared with the fuel consumption declared by the car manufacturers
in combined conditions, or with specific data provided in case of a prototype is
analyzed.
Once the model is validated and it is representative of the real vehicle, different
simulations are performed to evaluate, mainly on fuel consumption and energy
dissipation, the effects on the NEDC of:
1. Different torque-split hybrid strategies
2. ICE resistant torque in over-running mode and regenerative braking
3. Usage of full electric driving mode
4. Thermal behavior of the electric motor and environment temperature
5. Additional driving cycles
The effects of the parameters in points 1, 2, 3, 4 are evaluated on NEDC driving
cycle, because it is the reference driving cycle used for vehicle homologation. In the
last point (5), the effectiveness of the different torque-split strategies is evaluated
on the other commonly used driving cycles ECE, NYCC, FTP75, JPN15.
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3.7.1 Pure-ICE Validation on the NEDC
First of all, a validation of the vehicle model based on experimental results is
needed, to guarantee the correct correspondence between the model and the real
vehicle.
Figure 3.7.1: Pure-ICE fuel consumption validation on NEDC - a) Reference
(black) and actual (red) vehicle speeds, ICE (blue) and EM (magenta) torques,
EM temperature (green) and ICE throttle command (yellow) - b) Battery state of
charge (SOC) - c) ICE average fuel consumption: the average fuel consumption on
the whole NEDC driving cycle is calculated at the end of the cycle. The calculated
vehicle fuel consumption on the NEDC is l/100km, comparable with the
reference l/100km, declared by the vehicle manufacturer.
The vehicle parameters in table 2.2.1 are taken into account and the declared
fuel consumption on the NEDC of l/100km is considered as a reference.
The fuel consumption was obtained by the car manufacturer without a start&stop
strategy and, of course, driving the car in pure-ICE mode. The results of the
simulation model are reported in Figure 3.7.1 and the resultant fuel consumption
is l/100km, comparable with the declared one. Of course, the electric motor
is not used, therefore the battery state of charge (b) does not vary, as well as its
temperature (a).
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3.7.2 Effects of the different control strategies on the NEDC
The fuel consumption on the NEDC driving cycle is calculated using the different
driving strategies reported in paragraph 3.6.2.2:
1. Pure ICE
2. Pure ICE with start&stop strategy
3. Simple hybrid
4. Full-hybrid
5. Full-hybrid without regenerative braking
Figure 3.7.2: ICE fuel consumed map on NEDC, with the ICE resistant torques in
over-running mode Tres = 10%TICEmax: for each working zone, the percentage of
fuel consumed with respect to the total one is superimposed to the iso-efficiency
contour curves of the internal combustion engine, for pure-ICE (a) and full-hybrid
(b) strategies. The ICE average efficiency rises from % (a) to % (b).
In order to better visualize the engine most used working zones and the effec-
tiveness of the hybrid strategies, a map showing the percentage of the consumed
energy (linearly proportional to the fuel, by means of its lower heating value) in
each zone can be superimposed to the engine efficiency map. In Figure 3.7.2 are
compared the results related to the pure-ICE mode (a) and the full-hybrid strategy
(b) on the NEDC driving cycle. In the latter case, the usage of the electric motor
is demanded to force the internal combustion engine to work in high efficiency
working points. The biggest amount of energy is consumed in very high efficiency
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Figure 3.7.3: a) ICE fuel consumption on NEDC driving cycle and b) percentage
difference with respect to the pure-ICE driving mode, with ICE resistant torques in
over-running mode Tres = 0 (blue), Tres = 10%TICEmax (red), Tres = 22%TICEmax
(green).
working zones (red squares) and the average engine efficiency rises from % to
%, with a maximum possible engine efficiency of about %.
The fuel consumption on the NEDC in function of the torque split strategy,
reported in Figure 3.7.3, show that a fuel consumption reduction of about %
can be obtained just with a start&stop strategy on the traditional pure-ICE ve-
hicle. Experimentally, a reduction between % and % was measured by the
manufacturer. The difference is due to the additional fuel consumption at each
engine start, not considered at the moment within the vehicle model. The ICE
resistant torque has no effects, as expected, on the fuel consumptions in pure-ICE
mode with and without the start&stop strategy, because the engine works in over-
running conditions just during the braking phases and the vehicle kinetic energy
would be dissipated in any case by the passive brakes.
The lowest fuel consumption is obtained using the simple-hybrid torque-split
strategy, with every ICE resistant torque in over-running mode. Improving the
ICE resistant torque, the fuel consumption increases because the electric motor
needs to generate an additional torque to drive the car during the full-electric
driving phases. In addition, part of the vehicle kinetic energy is dissipated by the
ICE resistant torque and it can not be regenerated by the electric motor.
A slightly higher fuel consumption is obtained with the full-hybrid strategy
(with respect to the simple-hybrid) with Tres = 0 and furthermore, it is more
influenced by the ICE resistant torque. This is due to the additional energy dis-
sipation because of the bigger energy flow between engine, belt, electric motor,
battery and vice-versa.
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Figure 3.7.4: Average efficiency of the ICE (a) and of the whole hybrid powertrain
(b) on the NEDC driving cycle, with the ICE resistant torques in over-running
mode Tres = 0 (blue), Tres = 10%TICEmax (red), Tres = 22%TICEmax (green).
Figure 3.7.4 shows the ICE and the whole hybrid powertrain average efficiencies
calculated in equation 3.6.11, on the NEDC. Despite the engine efficiency using
the full-hybrid strategy is close to the maximum, as shown in Figure 3.7.2 too,
the global efficiency of the hybrid powertrain is maximized with the simple-hybrid
strategy.
This effect can be explained inspecting in Figure 3.7.5 the energy dissipated by
the engine (a), by the hybrid components (b) and the total one (c). The energies
are calculated with equations 3.6.3-3.6.8 and normalized with respect to the ICE
dissipated energy in pure-ICE driving mode.
With the pure-ICE driving modes (with and without the start&stop strategy),
the hybrid components are not used, therefore all the energy is dissipated by the
engine. Having the same driving cycle, the mechanical energy needed to move the
vehicle is the same in all cases (Eclutch pos in equations 3.6.10-3.6.11) and the input
energy from the clutch (Eclutch neg) is related to the engine resistant torque and to
the usage of regenerative braking. Therefore a reduction of the whole dissipated
energy (ICE+Hybrid components) means a reduction in fuel consumption, as can
be noticed comparing the fuel consumption in Figure 3.7.3 (a) and the total energy
dissipation in Figure 3.7.5 (c).
With the full-hybrid strategy and Tres = 0, the energy dissipated by the engine
is slightly lower than that dissipated with the simple-hybrid strategy, due to the
bigger efficiency of the ICE. But the total dissipated energy is higher due to the
additional dissipation in hybrid components.
The full-hybrid strategy without regenerative braking is not effective and a
slight reduction in fuel consumption with respect to the pure-ICE mode can be
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Figure 3.7.5: Dissipated energies on NEDC driving cycle, normalized with respect
to the whole energy dissipated by the engine in pure-ICE driving mode. Energy
dissipated by the engine (a), by the hybrid components (b) and the total (c), with
ICE resistant torques in over-running mode Tres = 0 (blue), Tres = 10%TICEmax
(red), Tres = 22%TICEmax (green).
obtained just with low ICE resistant torque. But also without engine resistant
torque, the advantage is lower than using a simple start&stop strategy. The NEDC
driving cycle is characterized by a very low speed in the first urban section, with
frequent acceleration and decelerations. In this conditions, the vehicle energy
dissipation is mainly due to the passive brakes, that dissipates the vehicle kinetic
energy to decelerate the vehicle. Instead, in case of high and constant speed,
the energy is mainly dissipated by the dissipative forces acting on the vehicle,
like aerodynamics and rolling resistant forces. For this reason, the most effective
feature of a hybrid vehicle on urban driving cycle is the regenerative braking.
Therefore, the best solution seems to be the simple hybrid strategy because
it implements the regenerative braking and uses the regenerated energy to drive
the car in full-electric mode, minimizing at the same time the usage of the hybrid
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components, reducing the dissipation and increasing the global efficiency of the
powertrain. The effectiveness of the full-hybrid strategy seems to be slightly lower
with low engine resistant torque and decreases rapidly when the resistant torque
rises. But probably it is related to the specific configuration of the hybrid power-
train and to the specific efficiencies of each component of the hybrid powertrain,
from the electric hardware to the engine efficiency map. In this case, a small and
high-efficiency engine is considered, specifically designed for small urban vehicles
and the difference in ICE average efficiency between the pure-ICE and the full-
hybrid strategies is just about %. Furthermore, the full-hybrid strategy might
be the best one, using better batteries and electric motors, a worst engine and
the electric motor directly connected to the gearbox, allowing to avoid the engine
resistant torque simply disengaging the clutch.
3.7.3 Effects on the NEDC of the ICE resistant torque in
over-running mode and the regenerative braking
Using the powertrain configuration schematized in Figure 3.1.1, with the electric
motor in parallel with the engine by means of a belt transmission, the engine and
the electric motor cannot be decoupled. For this reason, when the engine is in
over-running condition, during braking phases or when it is driven by the electric
motor, it dissipates energy due to its resistant torque. As already anticipated in
paragraph 3.7.2, an increase of the engine resistant torque causes an increase of
the dissipation within the hybrid powertrain, thus an increase of fuel consumption
and a fall of the effectiveness of the hybrid strategies. On the other hand, it has
no effects on the pure-ICE driving mode, both with and without the start&stop
strategy.
The effects of the engine resistant torque on the effectiveness of each torque-
split strategy can be analyzed observing the fuel consumptions in function of the
resistant torques, reported in Figure 3.7.6. The pure-ICE strategies are not influ-
enced when the resistant torque increases, having almost constant fuel consump-
tions, while the hybrid strategies performance decrease. The best strategy for this
vehicle is the simple-hybrid because it always generates the lowest fuel consump-
tions, with a reduction of about % with respect to the pure-ICE mode with
the maximum engine resistant torque (Figures 3.7.3, 3.7.6). Furthermore, it is less
influenced by the resistant torque, with respect to the full-hybrid. In addition,
with the maximum considered resistant torque, the latter has a slightly higher fuel
consumption than the pure-ICE with a simple start&stop strategy.
Finally, the electrical energy regenerated by means of the electric motor de-
creases when the resistant torque increase, as reported in Figure 3.7.7 (c-d).
The vehicle kinetic energy variation (∆Ec) can be dissipated or regenerated
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Figure 3.7.6: Fuel consumption on the NEDC driving cycle (a) and the difference
with respect to the pure-ICE driving mode (b) in function of the ICE resistant
torque in over-running mode.
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(3.7.2)
The dissipative resistant force (Fres) both during the braking (Fres, brake) and
driving phases (Fres, drive), are due to aerodynamics, rolling resistance, gearbox
resistance and all the frictions within the components downstream of the clutch.
Additional dissipation are due to the traditional passive brakes (Ediss|Tbrake) if used,
and the engine resistant torques (Ediss|TICE res). Fres can be calculated from the
coast-down coefficients of the vehicle in function of the vehicle longitudinal speed
Vx:
Fres = f0 + f2V
2
x (3.7.3)
The longitudinal vehicle speed is defined by the driving cycle (for example
the NEDC), as well as the engaged gear. Therefore, the energy dissipated by the
dissipative resistant forces during braking phases (Ediss|Fres, brake) is imposed by the
driving cycle and the vehicle characteristics. For this reason, knowing the initial
(Vx,i) and final (Vx,f ) vehicle speed, for each braking phase of the driving cycle the
sum
Ediss|TICE res + Ediss|Tbrake + Ereg|TEM res = k (3.7.4)
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is constant, defining the amount of energy that can be theoretically regener-
ated. For this reason, if the passive brakes are not used, the amount of possible
regenerable energy decreases when the engine resistant torque increases.
Furthermore, the sum of the ICE dissipated energy in over-running mode
(Ediss|TICE res) and the regenerable energy (Ereg|TEM res) is the total energy incoming
into the hybrid powertrain (Eclutch neg) from the clutch, reported in Figure 3.6.5:
Ediss|TICE res + Ereg|TEM res = |Eclutch neg| (3.7.5)
It is the maximum energy that might be theoretically regenerated with no
engine resistant torque and if the passive brakes are not used.
Figure 3.7.7: Regenerative braking on the NEDC: (a) Maximum percentage of the
energy needed to move the car (Eclutch pos) that can be regenerated. (b) Energy
dissipated by the passive brakes, normalized with respect to Eclutch pos. Regenerated
electrical energy on the NEDC driving cycle, normalized with respect to Eclutch pos
(c) and the maximum obtained with the simple-hybrid strategy with no engine
resistant torque in over-running mode (d).
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The energy outgoing from the hybrid powertrain (Eclutch pos) is exactly the
energy needed to move the car during accelerations and constant speed parts. The
ratio between the incoming (Eclutch neg) and outgoing (Eclutch pos) mechanical energy
to and from the hybrid powertrain represents the percentage of the maximum
theoretical energy regenerable on the driving cycle, without engine resistant torque
and passive brake usage. It is not influenced by the ICE resistant torque and, for
the NEDC, it is reported in Figure 3.7.7 (a).
The percentage of the energy dissipated with the passive brakes is reported in
Figure 3.7.7 (b): it is positive just using the strategies without the regenerative
braking and decreases when the ICE resistant torque grows up. A small amount
of braking usage is present also with the regenerative braking, because the passive
brakes are used when the electric motor cannot brake the vehicle enough, due to
its limitations in function of the battery SOC or when its temperature grows up
too much. But the amount of dissipated energy is small, about % of the total
mechanical energy needed to move the car along the driving cycle.
Another limitation to the possible regenerable energy for each braking phase is
due to the maximum electric motor braking torque (called TEM min, because for sign
convention, braking torques are negative). For this reason Tres ≤ |TEM min| and for
high decelerations, an additional braking force must be generated with the passive
brakes. In this case, increasing the engine resistant torque, the passive brake force
can be reduced maintaining constant the maximum regenerable energy. But with
low decelerations, typical of the NEDC, the passive brakes are never used and
an increase of the engine resistant torque reduces linearly the maximum possible
regenerable energy, as shown clearly in Figure 3.7.7 (c-d).
3.7.4 Effects of using a full-electric driving mode on the
NEDC
Taking into account the hybrid strategies, it is possible to explore their perfor-
mance with different limits in using the full-electric mode to start the vehicle.
The maximum speed to allow the full-electric mode can be set by means of the
fuzzy-logic membership function in Figure 3.6.8 (b).
The simple-hybrid fuel consumption variation with respect to the pure-ICE
driving mode, in function of the speed limit, is reported in Figure 3.7.8 (a). The fuel
reduction of the strategy without the usage of the full-electric driving mode is about
% and it is not affected by the engine resistant torque. This is expected because
the simple-hybrid strategy has the start&stop, the regenerative braking and the
electric motor can work together with the ICE, “helping“ it in during the boost
phases. An additional maximum decrease of about % can be obtained using the
full-electric mode with no engine resistant torque, until a longitudinal speed of 120
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km/h, while the decrease is just % with TICE res = 10%TICEmax and % with
TICE res = 22%TICEmax. The maximum vehicle speed of the NEDC is 120 km/h,
therefore it means to use the full-electric mode without speed limitations, whenever
possible due to the other limitations. The simulations were made considering the
same initial battery state-of-charge SOCinit = 75%.
Figure 3.7.8: Fuel consumption variation on the NEDC driving cycle, with respect
to the pure-ICE driving mode, in function of the maximum vehicle speed to allow
the full-electric driving mode. Related to the simple-hybrid (a) and the full-hybrid
strategy (b), with ICE resistant torques in over-running mode Tres = 0 (blue),
Tres = 10%TICEmax (red), Tres = 22%TICEmax (green).
The advantage in using the full-electric start of the vehicle falls down when
the engine resistant torque increases, because the electric motor has to move the
vehicle and, at the same time, to overcome the engine resistance too, dissipating
energy. This effect is due to the configuration of the analyzed hybrid powertrain,
where the engine, in parallel to the electric motor by means of a belt transmission,
cannot be decoupled.
The results of the simple-hybrid strategy on the NEDC in Figure 3.7.9 show
that, without the full-electric start, the regenerated energy during the braking
phases charges the battery, but that energy remains into the battery reaching
a very high state of charge, close to the maximum (90%) allowed by the fuzzy-
logic strategy. Therefore, the regenerated energy cannot be used to reduce the
fuel consumption during the starting phases and it is used just during the boost
phases, mainly for the high speed acceleration in the extra-urban part of the NEDC
driving cycle, when the driver requests the maximum power. But to increase the
powertrain efficiency, the full-electric start at low speed is more effective because
in these conditions, the engine has the lowest efficiency. Instead, during the boost
phases the engine is heavily loaded and generally it has high efficiency.
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Figure 3.7.9: Simple hybrid results on the NEDC with no full-electric driving
mode. a) Reference (black) and actual (red) vehicle speeds, ICE (blue) and EM
(magenta) torques, EM temperature (green) and ICE throttle command (yellow).
b) Battery state of charge (SOC). c) ICE average fuel consumption: the average
fuel consumption on the whole NEDC driving cycle is calculated at the end of the
cycle.
The full hybrid strategy, reported in Figure 3.7.8 (b), is more influenced by
the engine resistant torque and the usage of the full-electric mode. The energy to
recharge the battery comes not only from the vehicle kinetic energy by means of
the regenerative braking, but also from the engine. This is because on the NEDC
driving cycle, the engine is generally low-loaded and to improve its efficiency, the
electric motor has to provide a braking torque, recharging the battery. For this
reason, the battery is recharged faster (Figure 3.7.10) and once it reaches the
maximum SOC, both the maximum ICE efficiency and the regenerative braking
cannot be used any more. If the battery energy cannot be used by means of
the full-electric mode, the strategy moves to the pure-ICE mode with start&stop
and the fuel consumption difference from the pure-ICE with start&stop is due to
the SOC variation between the beginning and the end of the driving cycle, that
improve the internal energy of the powertrain system.
In addition, comparable fuel consumptions with respect to the simple-hybrid
strategy are obtained only with no full-electric speed limitations and with low
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engine resistant torque. This is because, to be effective, the full-hybrid strategy has
to use more electrical energy, stored by the regenerative braking and braking the
engine, than the simple-hybrid. For this reason, there is a bigger energy flow to and
from the battery through the hybrid powertrain and it means bigger dissipation,
both of the electrical components and the engine due to its resistant torque.
Figure 3.7.10: Full hybrid results on the NEDC with no full-electric driving mode.
a) Reference (black) and actual (red) vehicle speeds, ICE (blue) and EM (ma-
genta) torques, EM temperature (green) and ICE throttle command (yellow). b)
Battery state of charge (SOC). c) ICE average fuel consumption: the average fuel
consumption on the whole NEDC driving cycle is calculated at the end of the
cycle.
3.7.5 Effects of the thermal behavior of the electric motor
and the environment temperature on the NEDC
As reported in paragraph 3.5, at this early phase of the project, a limited amount of
electric motor data were available, just the maximum nominal power PEM = kW
and a static efficiency map in function of the angular speed and the torque. The
electric motor thermal resistance (Rth) and time constant (τth), parameters of the
single degree of freedom thermal model of equation 2.3.9, were initially estimated
from the known ETEL TMK 0175-050 electric motor (table 2.6.1), previously used
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for the full-electric vehicle project, because its similar size. From equation 2.3.9,
the motor temperature becomes:
ϑ = ϑamb +RthPdiss − τthdϑ
dt
(3.7.6)
The motor temperature can be calculated solving the differential equation:
ϑ = (RthPdiss + ϑamb)
(







Where ϑamb is the ambient temperature and ϑ0 is the initial temperature of
the motor. With a step of dissipated power (Pdiss), an example of the electric
motor temperature in time is reported in Figure 3.7.11. Knowing the dissipated
power (Pdiss), due to the efficiency of the electric motor, in steady state condition
(t → ∞) the motor temperature is related to its thermal resistance (Rth), while
the temperature slope in the origin is related to its thermal capacity (Rth/τth), the
ambient (ϑamb) and the initial (ϑ0) temperatures:{





With ϑ0 = ϑamb, the slope in the origin is simply related to the thermal capacity
of the motor (Rth/τth).
Figure 3.7.11: Example of thermal response of the ETEL TMK 0175-050 electric
motor (Table 2.6.1) with a constant dissipated power Pdiss=1711 W (solid line).
The ratio Rth/τth determines the slope of the temperature curve in the origin. The
initial temperature of the motor ϑ0 = 20°C and the ambient temperature ϑamb =
20°C.
A sensitivity analysis of the effectiveness of the torque-split strategies can be
carried out varying the thermal resistance and the thermal capacity of the electric
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motor. This is important to understand the influence of the thermal characteristics
of the electric motor to the effectiveness of the strategies, particularly in the early
phase of the project when the electric motor characteristics are still not precisely
defined. It is possible to vary, with respect to the ETEL TMK 0175-050 reference
values:
 The thermal capacity Rth/τth of the motor maintaining constant the thermal
resistance Rth of the ETEL, varying only the thermal time constant τth. The
effects are reported in Figure 3.7.12 (a).
 The thermal resistance Rth maintaining constant the thermal capacity Rth/τth
of the ETEL. Therefore it is necessary to vary the thermal time constant at
the same time τth =
τthETEL
RthETEL
Rth. The effects are reported in Figure 3.7.12
(b).
Figure 3.7.12: Example of thermal response of the ETEL TMK 0175-050 electric
motor (Table 2.6.1) with a constant dissipated power Pdiss=1711 W (solid line),
varying the ratio Rth/τth (a) and the thermal resistance Rth. The initial temperature
of the motor ϑ0 = 20°C and the ambient temperature ϑamb = 20°C.
The thermal capacity of the electric motor Rth/τth is modified varying the ther-
mal time constant τth and maintaining the thermal resistance Rth = RthETEL. A
reasonable under-hood ambient temperature ϑamb = 60 °C is considered.
The fuel consumption variation with respect to the pure-ICE driving mode,
reported in Figure 3.7.13 (a), is almost constant in all cases. This is because,
reducing the time constant, the electric motor temperature grows more rapidly
(Figure 3.7.13 (c)) but the temperature does not reach the maximum tolerable by
the electric motor (130°C). For this reason, both the full-hybrid and the simple-
hybrid strategies work without limitations, also in the worst case with the thermal
capacity of the motor reduced to just % of the ETEL reference value.
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An increase of the thermal resistance Rth (Figure 3.7.13 b-d), leads to a decrease
of the thermal exchange coefficient of the electric motor toward the environment,
increasing the steady-state temperature of the motor. The full-hybrid strategy is
more influenced, while on the simple-hybrid no effects are visible in fuel consump-
tions (Figure 3.7.13 (b)). With the full-hybrid strategy, if the thermal resistance
is doubled with respect to the ETEL, the maximum temperature of the electric
motor reaches the limit temperature of 130°C, the fuzzy-logic reduces the motor
driving current and the strategy reduces its effectiveness. Instead, with the simple-
hybrid strategy, the temperature remains in any case lower than the limit. For this
reason the strategy is not limited and the fuel consumptions remains constant.
Figure 3.7.13: Effects of the electric motor thermal resistance Rth variation, with
respect to the ETEL TMK 0175-050, on the fuel consumption (a) and on the
maximum electric motor temperature (c). The same effects are reported in function
of the thermal capacity Rth/τth variations (b-d). The driving cycle is the NEDC,
the initial temperature of the motor ϑ0 = 60°C and the ambient temperature
ϑamb = 60°C.
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In Figure 3.7.14 are reported the results on the NEDC of the full-hybrid (a)
and simple-hybrid (b). In the latter case, the electric motor temperature (green
line) grows slower and reaches a lower maximum temperature. Therefore, from
the thermal point of view, the simple-hybrid strategy is more robust and it can be
effective also using a smaller and less cooled electric motor.
The under-hood ambient temperature can influence the electric motor perfor-
mance, therefore the effectiveness of the torque-split strategies too. In addition,
due to the air temperature, the sun radiation on the vehicle and the presence of
the traditional internal combustion engine, the under-hood temperature can grow
up significantly, up to 80°C and more, in the worst cases. Since the maximum
possible motor temperature is TEM max = 130°C and the limitations due to the
fuzzy-logic (Figure 3.6.3 (c)) start to limit the motor driving current when the
motor temperature exceeds 110°C, an increase of the ambient temperature can
reasonably limit the possible usage of the electric motor.
Figure 3.7.14: Full-hybrid (a) and simple-hybrid (b) results on the NEDC with
Rth = 10 · RthETEL and the engine resistant torque TICE res = 22%TICEmax. Ref-
erence (black) and actual (red) vehicle speeds, ICE (blue) and EM (magenta)
torques, EM temperature (green) and ICE throttle command (yellow).
As predictable from the sensitivity analysis of the electric motor thermal char-
acteristics, the maximum motor temperature in function of the ambient tempera-
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ture using the simple-hybrid strategy is generally lower than using the full-hybrid
strategy, as shown in Figure 3.7.15 (b). For this reason, with the simple-hybrid
strategy, the limitations start acting at an higher ambient temperature and the
strategy is more effective and less influenced by the environment conditions. Simu-
lations where made until an ambient temperature Tamb = 140°C, with a maximum
possible motor temperature TEM max = 130°C. When Tamb ≥ TEM max, the limita-
tions are always active and the motor cannot be used. For this reason, both the
strategies converge to the pure-ICE mode with start&stop.
Figure 3.7.15: Effects of the ambient temperature on the fuel consumption (a) and
on the maximum electric motor temperature (b). The full-hybrid (red), simple-
hybrid (violet) and the reference fuel consumption of the pure-ICE with start&stop
(black dotted) are reported. The driving cycle is the NEDC, the engine resistant
torque is Tres = 10%TICEmax and the ETEL TMK 0175-050 electric motor thermal
parameters (Rth and τth) are considered.
3.7.6 Effects of the control strategies on different driving
cycles
The reference driving cycle generally used for fuel consumption evaluation and
vehicle homologation is the NEDC. But also other driving cycles are commonly
used to evaluate the vehicle performance and efficiency in a more reliable and
robust way, in order to explore a wider range of different vehicle usage. The
fuel consumptions with the different torque-split strategies are evaluated on the
commonly used driving cycles (described in Figure 2.5.1 and in Table 2.5.1):
 ECE: also known as Urban Driving Cycle (UDC), it is the first urban part
of the New European Driving cycle (NEDC)
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 New York City Cycle (NYCC)
 FTP75
 JPN15
Figure 3.7.16: ICE fuel consumption percentage difference with respect to the
pure-ICE driving mode, on ECE (a) NYCC (b) FTP75 (c) JPN15 (d) driving
cycles. With ICE resistant torques in over-running mode Tres = 0 (blue), Tres =
10%TICEmax (red), Tres = 22%TICEmax (green), the initial temperature of the
motor ϑ0 = 60°C and the ambient temperature ϑamb = 60°C.
The percentage variation of the fuel consumption, with respect to the pure-
ICE driving mode, are reported for each driving cycle in Figure 3.7.16 and the
average fuel consumption in Figure 3.7.17. The results are really similar to the
NEDC, both observing each driving cycle and the average values. Especially on
the ECE and NYCC the reduction is almost % considering the best condition,
without the engine resistant torque in over-running mode. On the ECE, a cycle
with very low average speed and accelerations, the full-hybrid strategy minimizes
the consumption but just without engine resistant torque. This is because the low
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accelerations and speed lead the engine to very low efficiency working points, also
in the constant speed zones, and the full-hybrid strategy can improve the engine
efficiency. In fact, the ICE average efficiency in pure-ICE is % and using the
full-hybrid strategy it increase to %. It is effective when the engine efficiency
improvement allows an energy saving bigger than the additional dissipation within
the components of the hybrid powertrain. But this feature is strongly influenced
by the engine resistant torque, because is generates additional energy dissipation
within the hybrid powertrain.
But globally, with the considered components, the simple-hybrid strategy is the
more robust, determines the lowest fuel consumptions, and is less influenced by the
engine resistant torque. The presented method can be used for the analysis and
optimization of each powertrain configuration, but the choice of the best strategy
(for example between the simple and the full hybrid) is strongly influenced by
each component of the hybrid powertrain, especially by the engine efficiency map.
With a bigger or less efficient engine, it could be possible that the advantage
in maximizing its efficiency becomes bigger than the additional dissipation with
respect to the simple-hybrid.
Considering the average variations (Figure 3.7.17), with the simple-hybrid
strategy a reduction of % can be obtained with the maximum engine resis-
tant torque, that represents a reasonable resistant torque for a modern gasoline
engine. But without that resistance, a reduction of about % can be reached,
with the same components of the hybrid powertrain but, for example, connect-
ing the electric motor not with the ICE crankshaft but downstream of the clutch,
directly to the primary or secondary shaft of the gearbox.
Figure 3.7.17: ICE fuel consumption average percentage difference with respect to
the pure-ICE on the ECE, NYCC, FTP75, JPN15. With ICE resistant torques in
over-running mode Tres = 0 (blue), Tres = 10%TICEmax (red), Tres = 22%TICEmax
(green), the initial temperature of the motor ϑ0 = 60°C and the ambient temper-
ature ϑamb = 60°C.
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Both the simple-hybrid and full-hybrid strategies have the regenerative braking
and this is the most important feature in urban context, due to the frequent start
and stop maneuvers. It allows a huge energy saving because otherwise the kinetic
energy of the vehicle would be dissipated with the traditional passive brakes during
the frequent start and stop manuevers.
The effectiveness of the regenerative braking decreases in extra-urban context,
when the average speed increases and the accelerations and decelerations are less
frequent. In this condition, a relevant amount of energy is dissipated by the dissi-
pative forces like aerodynamic and rolling resistance instead by the passive brakes.
This is the reason why, using the simple-hybrid strategy, a % consumption
reduction can be obtained on the ECE (Figure 3.7.16 (a)) and only % on the
NEDC, both without the engine resistant torque. The same trend can be observed
with Tres = 22%TICEmax with a reduction of % and % respectively.




The study of an electric powertrain composed by two or more electric motors
connected in parallel on the same shaft is performed in the present thesis to un-
derstand the potentialities in terms of energy consumption in urban cycles. Since
the efficiency map of an electric motor is characterized by a maximum in the high
power - speed region, the potential advantage of this configuration is to improve
the efficiency of the powertrain by exploiting first one motor and to add the contri-
bution of the second one only when necessary, instead of installing a single electric
machine of equivalent size. The study is performed considering urban cycles. They
could benefit of this solution because of the highly variable speed and torque re-
quest that characterizes them. Additional requests, such as hill start/traveling
capabilities and max speed/acceleration, are also included in the mission profile in
order to guarantee a minimum functionality to the vehicle.
The study is based on a physical model including the longitudinal vehicle dy-
namics and that of the electric powertrain. The high impact of the thermal as-
pects on the electric motor performance justifies the adoption of a model including
copper, iron, bearings and winding losses. This model is coupled to the thermody-
namic equations of the motor to determine its temperature during operation and
adapt its parameters. The usual approach based on efficiency maps given at steady
state or in peak transient conditions is then overcome by the adopted approach.
The thermodynamic model of the motor allows to control it limiting the current
request with a temperature driven logic, to preserve the motor health. The power
is limited in this way by the thermodynamic behavior and not by an explicit
limitation to the instantaneous torque request as presented in the literature.
The vehicle and powertrain model is used to evaluate powertrains with different
combinations of electric motors and control strategies (torque split strategy). The
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transmission ratio between electric motors and driving wheels has been optimized
for each configuration to minimize the energy consumption, taking into account
the hill start/traveling and maximum speed constraints.
Results show that the use of two smaller motors, instead of a bigger one, does
not lead to an energy saving, at least with the torque split strategy that saturates
a motor first before activating the other.
The reason is the higher temperature of the saturated motor induces higher
copper losses. Although exploited in a region of lower efficiency than the smaller
one (if compared at same temperature), the bigger motor is much cooler, this
leads to less copper losses and a larger overall efficiency on the driving cycle. A
more efficient cooling system of the motors, similar of that used on traditional ICE
vehicles, could be adopted to improve the performance of the motors.
4.2 Hybrid vehicle
In the second part of the present thesis, a simulation model of an urban Hybrid
Electric Vehicle (HEV) was build and validated and an analysis of its potential-
ities in terms of fuel consumption reduction are presented, based on the simula-
tion results. The idea was to understand the potentialities of an hybrid vehicle,
minimizing the amount of modifications and costs for the hybridization of the
related traditional pure-ICE vehicle. For this purpose, the traditional alternator
was substituted with an electric motor/alternator, coupled in parallel to the engine
crankshaft by means of a simple belt transmission and avoiding any other modi-
fication. On the other hand, in case of full-electric driving mode, the motor and
the engine cannot be decoupled and the electric motor have to drive the engine in
over-running mode in addition to the vehicle, dissipating energy.
Different torque-split strategies, using an electric motor in parallel to a tradi-
tional combustion engine are implemented. Then, the fuel consumptions of the
vehicle, running on the most commonly used driving cycles, are compared to eval-
uate the the effectiveness of the strategies and the effects of the most important
parameters on the fuel consumptions. At each time step of the simulations, the
strategies take into account both the maximum performance and the efficiencies of
each component of the hybrid powertrain, to maximize the powertrain efficiency
and to guarantee the feasibility of the optimization. Particularly, the electric mo-
tor limitations due to the motor and battery temperature and state of charge are
always taken into account. In addition, all the efficiencies and energy dissipation
of every hybrid component are considered to evaluate the global efficiency of the
vehicle.
Different torque-split strategies are implemented and compared to evaluate
the potential fuel consumption reduction with respect to the traditional pure-ICE
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vehicle. At the beginning, a simple start&stop strategy was implemented, to save
energy shutting down the engine during idle phases. Successively, a regenerative
braking (to recharge the battery by means of the electric motor braking torque)
and a full-electric start of the vehicle at low speed were added, leading to a simple-
hybrid strategy. The more complex full-hybrid strategy was obtained with a further
addition of a “maximum ICE efficiency” strategy, to maximize the ICE efficiency
by means of a braking or accelerating torque from the electric motor. To evaluate
the importance of the regenerative braking, also a full-hybrid strategy without the
regenerative braking was considered.
The effects of the engine resistant torque in over-running mode, the full-electric
start at low speed, the regenerative braking and the thermal characteristic of the
electric motor and ambient temperature were evaluated with each strategy, because
the “best” one should minimize the fuel consumption but, at the same time, to be
robust with respect to that parameters.
An average % fuel consumption reduction can be obtained using the simple
start&stop strategy. Experimentally, a reduction of about - % was measured
and the difference is due to the additional fuel consumption needed for each engine
restart, not implemented within the model due to a lack of experimental data at
this early phase of the project.
The simple-hybrid strategy showed a minimization of the fuel consumption al-
most on each driving cycles, especially on the urban ones, and the best robustness
with respect to every parameters (engine resistant torque and thermal behavior
of the electric motor and ambient temperature). Instead, the full-hybrid strategy
showed good performances in terms of fuel consumption only without the engine
resistant torque and a bigger sensitivity to the thermal parameters and the engine
resistant torque. This is due to the bigger energy flow between the engine and
the battery through the electric motor, causing bigger energy dissipation. If the
increase of the engine efficiency is not big enough to compensate the additional
dissipation within the hybrid components, the global fuel consumption grows up,
with respect to the simple-hybrid. Furthermore, on the NEDC the vehicle ac-
celerations are low and to improve the engine efficiency a braking torque of the
electric motor is needed, because generally the ICE have good efficiency not so far
from the full-throttle zone. Therefore, a lot of electrical energy is generated by
the electric motor and it must be used driving the vehicle in full-electric mode.
But with high engine resistant torques, a relevant part of the electric energy is
dissipated into the engine. Instead, with the simple-hybrid, the energy flow into
the hybrid components is small (and the energy dissipation too) and the electrical
energy is generated only during the regenerative braking, that otherwise would be
dissipated with the passive brakes.
As expected, an increase of the engine resistant torque generally reduces the
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advantage of having a regenerative braking because part of the braking force is
generated by the engine instead by the electric motor.
The full-electric start at low speed is very important to reduce the fuel con-
sumption because the regenerated energy must be used to move the vehicle, re-
ducing the fuel consumption. Also in this case, with every strategy, a decrease of
the engine resistant torque leads to a fuel consumption reduction and the most
influenced strategy is the full-hybrid, as expectable.
The full-hybrid without regenerative braking is generally not effective and its
maximum advantage is similar to the pure-ICE with start&stop. This is a further
indicator of the importance of the regenerative braking, especially on urban driving
cycles.
Finally, the simple hybrid strategy is almost not influenced by a variation of
the thermal characteristics of the electric motor, within reasonable ranges. This
is because the electric motor is used just for full-electric start and regenerative
braking, normally with a small duty cycle. Instead, with the full-hybrid strategy,
the motor is continuously running, braking the engine and driving the vehicle in
full-electric mode to use the produced electrical energy. This leads to a bigger
energy dissipation and a bigger increase of the electric motor temperature. If
the thermal characteristics of the motor deteriorates, or the ambient temperature
increase, it is easy to reach the maximum allowable temperature of the motor,
reducing the effectiveness of the strategy.
With the analyzed vehicle configuration, the simple-hybrid strategy is with no
doubts the best one, joining the minimization of the fuel consumption on each
driving cycle and the robustness with respect to the thermal parameters and the
engine resistant torque. The difference with the full-hybrid grows when the en-
gine resistant torque increase, but the difference is very small without the engine
resistant torque, with a small advantage of the full-hybrid on the ECE driving
cycle.
The best configuration could be obtained coupling the electric motor directly
to the gearbox, downstream of the clutch. With this solution, the engine resistant
torque could be canceled simply disengaging the clutch and it can double the
percentage fuel consumption reduction on the NEDC with the simple-hybrid (from
about % to %) and more with the full-hybrid strategy (from % to %).
But of course it requires bigger modifications and higher costs with respect to the
traditional pure-ICE vehicle. On the urban driving cycle like the ECE or NYCC,
the advantage can be even greater, from % to % for the simple-hybrid and
from % to % for the full-hybrid.
On the other hand, the effectiveness of the simple-hybrid or the full-hybrid
strategies are strongly related to the characteristics of each component of the
hybrid powertrain, particularly their efficiency. The analyzed vehicle used a small
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and high efficiency internal combustion engine, optimized for the urban context
and with a high efficiency in a wide range of working conditions. It is possible
that, with another engine, the efficiency improvement from the pure-ICE to the
full-hybrid strategy can be higher than % (Figure 3.7.2). Furthermore, the
advantages are strongly related to the efficiency of the electrical components too
(motor, battery, power electronics). For this reasons, the presented method can
be generally used but the choice of the “best” strategy between the simple and the
full-hybrid is strongly related to the specific components used into the analyzed
hybrid powertrain.
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